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Navigating the Present, Exploring the Future. 

Innovation.  Technology.  Digitalisation.  Specialisation.  
Where are our lawyers at?  Are they ideally positioned 
to fully leverage the opportunities created by the 
challenges of a demanding present and future?  Are 
they ably equipped to tap into and harness the 
positive potential of the expanding domestic and 
global markets?

IMLC 2020 is poised to address the concerns and 
hurdles legal practitioners face, with the determination 
to equip them for a rewarding future and to provide a 
vision for robust growth. We want our lawyers to be 
inspired and empowered, steadfast yet versatile, resolute 
and unafraid, and at the ready to embrace the 
transformations in the evolving legal landscape.

IMLC 2020
12 – 14 AUGUST | PULLMAN KUALA LUMPUR

*Group discounts are available when multiple individuals from the same law firm or organisation register simultaneously: 
5% (3 to 5 persons); 7% (6 to 10 persons); and 10% (more than 10 persons).
**Persons who accompany delegates are entitled to attend only the Opening and Closing Ceremonies, 
Raja Aziz Addruse Memorial Lecture, and Social Events (except the Gala Dinner).

IMLC 2020 Registration Fee
Gala Dinner
13 Aug 2020

(RM)Category
Early Bird by 
15 Jan 2020* 

(RM)

16 Jan to 
31 May 2020 

(RM)

After 
31 May 2020

(RM)

Member of the Malaysian Bar 750 1,500 2,000

250

Member of the Malaysian Bar 
(fewer than 10 years in practice) and 
Pupil in Chambers

750 1,100 1,400

Member of Advocates Association 
of Sarawak or Sabah Law Society

750 1,500 2,000

Student (registered with a Malaysian 
college / university)

300 600

Non-Member 1,560 2,700 3,300

Accompanying Person** 
(non-delegate)

300 600

facebook.com/imlc2020@imlc2020

For more info: bit.ly/IMLC2020
Register here: bit.ly/IMLC2020reg
Call us: 03-2050 2120 / 2127 
Email us: imlc2020@malaysianbar.org.my
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2020 is a year that has an almost mythic status for most 
Malaysians who were brought up on Vision 2020. As we bid 
goodbye to a decade which has seen Malaysians usher in both 
political and social changes on an unprecedented scale, we 
have dedicated this issue to focusing on what is one of the most 
fundamental areas of practice — Land Law. 

Tech companies like Airbnb have made an impact not just 
on how we take our holidays but who we choose to live with. 
The popularity of Airbnb-type alternatives to traditional hotels 
and guest house remains mostly unregulated in Malaysia and 
raises issues for not only property owners, but also landlords 
and tenants.  

In this issue, we also look at the complexity of native land 
rights. In addition, we are honoured to feature a recent article by 
the Bar Council's Conveyancing Practise Committee on vacant 
possession. 

Looking ahead to 2020, Bar Council Malaysia will be 
hosting yet another exciting biennial offering of the International 
Malaysia Law Conference. We speak to the Co-Chairpersons 
about the challenges of organising this landmark event for 
the Bar. While we await details of the final programme, we 
urge readers to sign up for an event that promises to be both 
informative and an ideal opportunity for networking. Please refer 
to bit.ly/IMLC2020 for constant updates on this event.  

As always, we express my sincere thanks to the contributors 
to this issue who have trusted us with their words, and the team 
at Bar Council Malaysia for their unwavering support and hard 
work in bringing this issue to life. Lastly, we take this opportunity  
to wish all our readers a very Happy New Year from all of us on 
the Editorial Team at the Bar Council. 

With best wishes, 

Santhi Latha and Sheena Gurbakhash
Co-Managing Editors

Editorial Message

http://www.barcouncil.org.my/advertise/iMLC/2020/Flyer.pdf


Abdul Fareed Abdul Gafoor  
President, Malaysian Bar

Happy New Year!

It is my hope that this year has begun for you with 
the opportunity to reflect on the road ahead and the 
goals you would like to achieve in 2020.

At Bar Council level, we continue to prioritise service 
to and care for Members of the Bar, and I would 
like to share some items we have been working on 
to enhance the provision of legal services, and to 
provide support and guidance on the development 
of your legal practice in Malaysia.

In the last issue of Praxis, I highlighted the increased 
coverage of RM50,000 that would be provided under 
LawCare and that Members would have the option to 
top up their coverage on a voluntary basis. It may also 
be useful to note that the LawCare Committee has 
been enlarged to cover welfare and this is reflected 
in its new moniker — the LawCare and Welfare 
Committee. The Bar Council plans to roll out the 
following initiatives in 2020:

• To provide Members with access to counselling 
services — should this be required — to provide 
them with coping mechanisms for dealing with 
work-related pressures. On this score, Bar Council 
is currently working on setting up national access 
to counsellors and Bar Council may, with a limit 
of up to five sessions, pay for Member access to 
such services. The need for this has come about 
because it has become clear that the pressures of 
providing legal services can have negative impact 
on some Members’ physical and mental health, 
and the Bar Council has decided to provide 
support to such Members on a confidential basis.

• The formation of a specialised pool of mediators 
to assist with partnership disputes amongst 
Members on a pro bono basis. This proposal 
is currently being considered by the Mediation 
Committee and we will provide updates once the 
details have been finalised. 

• To grant respondents facing disciplinary 
proceedings with access to a directory of lawyers 
they can turn to for guidance and advice. We are 
currently working on identifying Members who 
would be willing to provide such support and will 
publish the directory in due course.

With reference to the proposed amendments to the 
Legal Profession Act 1976, we continue to work with 
the relevant authorities on this and we are working 
towards the tabling of this Bill in the coming March 
session of Parliament.

For 2020, we will continue to develop platforms 
for international visibility for all law firms that are 
interested, through market outreach visits. We also 
wish to enlarge the lawyers exchange programme with 
other jurisdictions to expose our lawyers to how legal 
work is carried out elsewhere. This will also create 
a powerful networking platform for our community 
of lawyers in this globalised world. To achieve this, 
we will leverage on the existing Memorandums of 
Understanding / Agreement we have with various Bar 
Associations. Please look out for updates on such 
outreach programmes.

I would like to wrap up this brief message first, by 
highlighting that the Bar Council continues to give 
emphasis to the interest and needs of our Members 
and their law firms, and should you require any 
specific support and assistance, please do contact us 
directly. Second, on behalf of the Bar Council, I wish 
you a prosperous year ahead filled with opportunity, 
courage and abundance.

Warm regards,

Abdul Fareed Abdul Gafoor
President
Malaysian Bar
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The Malaysian Bar’s biennial conference — 
the International Malaysia Law Conference 
(“IMLC 2020”) — will be held from 12 to 14 Aug 
2020 (Wednesday to Friday) in Pullman Kuala 
Lumpur. Praxis met with the Co-Chairpersons 
(“Co-Chairs”) for a sneak peek at what IMLC 
2020 has to offer and some of the challenges 
of organising a conference on this scale. 

The theme for IMLC 2020 is “Navigating the Present, 
Exploring the Future”. Both Desmond Ho and 
Mohamad Ezri strongly believe that IMLC is about 
relevance. They agree that bread and butter issues 
for lawyers should be a key focus. “We already cater 
for this on the Continuing Professional Development 
(“CPD”) events that are organised all over the country.” 
says Ezri. “IMLC is an opportunity to go beyond what 
our CPD programme can already offer.”

Desmond adds, “Providing cross-border legal 
services is a global trend for the legal profession and 
it is catching on in Malaysia.” He adds that for some 
lawyers, this may involve a change in mindset and 
may require developing the necessary infrastructure, 
both in terms of practice and all-encompassing legal 
services, to accommodate cross-border work. This 
will be one of the key areas of discussion at IMLC 
2020. 

In addition, IMLC 2020 promises to offer discussions 
on opportunities to develop the legal market, 
particularly in the area of legal tech, laws for an 
ageing society and cross-border Syariah work. 

Neither Desmond nor Ezri is based in Kuala Lumpur. 
This, they believe, gives them a unique perspective 
on putting together a programme that is more relevant 
to the needs of lawyers from around the country.  
According to Ezri, who is based in Penang, one 
of the key challenges of IMLC 2020 is getting the 
message across to Members that this event can and 
will change their lives and livelihood. 

Meet the Co-Chairs IMLC2020 | Navigating 
the Present, Exploring the Future

Desmond who practises in Melaka, adds that given 
the competition from the range of conferences 
that lawyers can choose from and a vibrant CPD 
programme in place, it is important to position IMLC 
2020 as the premier conference for the Bar and ensure 
that it is relevant to Members. He says, “We are trying 
to ensure that the IMLC is a premier conference by 
the Malaysian Bar that would attract and be relevant 
to our lawyers up north in Perlis as much as it would 
be relevant down south in Johore. It is an event that 
draws inspiration from its Members and reflects the 
aspirations of the Members for a better future for the 
Bar.” 

One of the more unique facets of IMLC 2020 will be 
to engage with the Government through its ministries 
and agencies. The Co-Chairs are of the view that 
IMLC is a unique opportunity to engage and continue 
the dialogue with the Government on the issues that 
are relevant to lawyers and sets a holistic blue print for 
the legal services in Malaysia. “We intend to engage 
the current Government in a “conversation” through 
the IMLC, to be on the same page with the Bar when 
it comes to developing our profession and country as 
a competitive nation.” says Ezri. 

With Ezri and Desmond at the helm, Malaysian 
lawyers can look forward to lively discussions, 
thought-provoking content and opportunities to grow 
their practice. 

Ezri advises fellow lawyers to “wear their tags, bring 
their business cards, smile, and let the event do the 
rest.” Desmond adds that this is an opportunity to 
make new friends. “Don’t only stick to groups that 
you are comfortable with. Keep in touch with your 
new friends.”

On a final note, both Ezri and Desmond are 
enthusiastic that IMLC 2020 will be a sterling 
opportunity for Members who want to enhance their 
practice or who are looking to explore new areas of 
practice. IMLC 2020 is the event to take a break from 
daily work and yet reap benefits. 

BAR COUNCIL HIGHLIGHTS
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Meet the Co-Chairpersons 

Mohamad Ezri Abdul Wahab

Mohamad Ezri has served as Managing Partner at 
EzriLaw Firm since 1996. He was admitted as an 
advocate and solicitor of the High Court of Malaya 
in 1994, and has acquired 25 years of combined 
experience in the areas of commercial law, global 
financial services, Islamic banking, project and 
real estate, syariah law, litigation, mediation, and 
inheritance and wealth planning.  

He has actively served the Penang Bar Committee 
in various capacities, among which are as Chairman 
of the Islamic Finance Sub-Committee from 2009 
to 2013; Co-Chairman of the Continuing Legal 
Education / Professional Development Sub-
Committee; and Chairman of the Mediation Sub-
Committee. He became a Bar Council member 
from 2017 to present and has served with various 
Bar Council committees for the 2019/2020 term, 
including Finance Committee (Deputy Chairman); 
Cyberlaws Comittee (Co-Chairman); Alternative 
Dispute Resolution Sub-Committee (Chairman); 
and Legal Profession Committee (Co-Chairman). 
More recently, he was appointed part-time lecturer 
for Universiti Utara Malaysia’s Professional Ethics 
& Office Management Course, and Industry 
Advisory Panel for Politeknik Seberang Perai for the 
Diploma in Business Studies (Management) for the 
2018/2020 term. 

Desmond Ho Chee Cheong

Desmond Ho was admitted as an advocate and 
solicitor of the High Court of Malaya in 2001. Due 
to his interest in serving the Malaysian Bar, he 
started out by serving in the Bar Council National 
Young Lawyers Committee, Human Rights 
Committee, and as Secretary of the Malacca 
State Bar. He went on to serve as Chairman of 
the Malacca State Bar in 2015 for two terms, and 
served in the Bar Council as one of the 38 Council 
members for six consecutive years. He handled 
multiple portfolios in Bar Council, including as 
Chairperson and Co-Chairperson of the Court 
Liaison Committee which looked into current 
developments in law and in the Courts, and held 
frequent meetings with the Judiciary on Practice 
Directions, Rules of Court 2012, the increase of 
jurisdiction via the amended Subordinate’s Courts 
Act 2011, as well as e-Kehakiman Phase 2.

Besides his work with the Malaysian Bar, he 
has served in the following capacities over the 
years: member of the Focus Group on Enforcing 
Contracts, World Bank Report for Malaysia 
(Perbadanan Produktiviti Malaysia) from 2012 
to present; Industrial Advisor at the Law Faculty 
of Multimedia University from 2017 to present; 
and subject assessor for Universiti Sains Islam 
Malaysia from 2017 to 2019.  Desmond has been a 
Partner at Desmond Ho & Associates since 2014.
.

Highlights from IMLC 2020
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Waqf — The Legal and Regulatory 
Framework Needed for 
Implementation

Breakout Session 2, Stream C 

There is a saying that when we die, all  
good deeds come to an end, except 
three: (a) ongoing charity; (b) knowledge 
that benefits others; and (c) a righteous 
child who prays for his/her parents.

Charitable giving in Malaysia is not new.  
Malaysians are consistently ever willing 
to rally together to donate for a good 
cause, be it to assist war-torn countries 
to feed their hungry peoples, rebuild 
schools and orphanages, or even 
watch live World Cup football matches!  
Malaysians are very receptive to the 
mobilisation of resources for worthwhile 
causes, which is akin to waqf.  If this 
can be properly regulated through an 
organised, transparent and 
accountable framework, waqf could be 
a unique financial tool for sustainable 
development, particularly for ailing 
economies to meet their society’s 
multifaceted needs.

Can waqf be developed in this 
direction, given the legal and regulatory 
framework governing waqf in Malaysia 
today?

Environmental Rehabilitation 
and the Law

Plenary Session 3

Urbanisation has given rise to 
environmental harm and related 
consequences, which developing 
nations often assert they have no 
choice but to accept.  The imperative 
of attaining the socioeconomic growth 
achieved by the more developed 
nations and thus catering to their 
population's needs, coupled with 
poor access to funds and increasing 
debt, has compelled developing 
nations to compromise on 
environmental health.

Rehabilitation is perhaps one step that 
can be taken to make good of the 
adverse effects.  Rehabilitation is not 
just about remediation and 
restoration, but ensuring sustainable 
development; not just  about 
revamping the economic structure, 
but ensuring socioeconomic growth.   

What laws can and should be 
introduced to proactively promote and 
create a rehabilitated environment 
before the damage becomes 
irreversible? What obstacles stand in 
the way?

Laws for an Ageing Nation — Improved Laws & 
New Laws

Breakout Session 4, Stream C  

Human population aged 65 years and over is a significant 
demographic all over the world and Malaysia is no 
exception.  Laws need to be put in place to provide 
regulated guidance and protection for the elderly as 
awareness and concern about ageing alone are 
insufficient.

This session will explore the current laws and how they 
can be improved as well as such new laws required to 
enable the writing of enforceable living wills coupled with 
lasting powers of attorney to deal with inter alia:

 the personal welfare of the elderly including 
healthcare and medical decisions;

 the property and affairs of the elderly including 
decisions on where one resides and matters 
relating to finance;

 the prevention of elder abuse and neglect; and
 generally, upholding the rights of senior citizens 

including the right to dignity, respect and to be 
heard and counted.

August
12

August
13

August
13
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Bar Council Malaysia hosted a legal market 
development visit by solicitors from the United 
Kingdom (“UK”) on 1 and 2 July 2019. This was the 
first time that The Law Society of England and Wales 
(“LSEW”) undertook such a business development 
mission. The delegation from the UK comprised 10 
solicitors accompanied by two representatives from 
LSEW. 

The UK solicitors were from the law firms of Dentons 
Europe LLP, McCarthy Denning, Foot Anstey, JPC 
Law, Potter Clarkson LLP, Wilson & Co Legal LLP, 
Azarmi & Co Ltd, and Nicholas Woolf & Co.  With 
them were Holly McKenzie and Catherine Brims, 
International Policy Advisors at LSEW.

The two day programme began with a meeting 
with the representatives of Bar Council Malaysia.  
Thereafter, they paid an official visit to the Asian 
International Arbitration Centre (“AIAC”) where 
they were introduced to the AIAC’s functions and 
facilities, including the advantages of using AIAC as 
an alternative dispute resolution option.

Legal Market Development Visit to Malaysia 
by The Law Society of England and Wales 

A joint seminar between the Bar Council and LSEW 
was held at the AIAC soon after the official visit, 
followed by a networking reception attended by 
Members of the Malaysian Bar.  Sixty-eight Members 
of the Bar registered to attend these two events.

UK and Malaysian lawyers shared their knowledge 
and experience on the following two topics during 
the seminar: 

(1) Safeguarding Intellectual Property: Case 
Studies from Asia and the UK/Europe

 The panellists discussed how to determine where, 
when, and how to establish and exercise rights 
to intellectual property — such as copyrights, 
trademarks, patents, and trade secrets — by 
using cases studies from Malaysia, UK, the EU, 
and Asia.  They also touched on how regional 
events such as Brexit affect the enforcement of 
intellectual property rights, and the handling of 
intellectual property disputes.

(2) Foreign Direct Investment: Issues and 
Opportunities in Malaysia and the UK

 The panellists discussed the foreign direct 
investment regimes in Malaysia and the UK, 
investment opportunities in these two countries, 
and the need-to-know issues for overseas 
investors considering these markets.

Each topic featured two speakers from the UK and 
one from Malaysia. Foong Cheng Leong (Foong 
Cheng Leong & Co.) spoke on the first topic alongside 
Clive Thorne (McCarthy Denning) and Jason Teng 
(Potter Clarkson LLP). The panellists for the second 
topic were Nelson Samuel (Director for Foreign 
Investment Promotion Division, Malaysian Investment 
Development Authority), Mark Clough QC (Dentons 
Europe LLP), and Niten Chauhan (JPC Law). The 
seminar was moderated by Crystal Wong Wai Chin 
from Lee Hishammuddin Allen & Gledhill, Malaysia.
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On Day 2, the delegation visited the British High 
Commission.  

The Bar Council would like to express its thanks 
to Izral Partnership and GM Tan & Company for 
graciously hosting lunches during the visit.  

Our appreciation and thanks go also to the panellists 
and moderator, and to the Members of the Bar who 
participated in the joint seminar and networking 
reception.

We will continue to engage with other foreign bar 
associations, and aim to bring more foreign lawyers 
to Malaysia to engage and network with Members of 
the Malaysian Bar.  
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Bar Council Malaysia and Bank Negara Malaysia 
(“BNM”) jointly organised the Joint National Anti-
Money Laundering & Counter Financing of Terrorism 
(“AML/CFT”) Conference 2019, themed “Building 
AML/CFT Compliance Effectiveness: Risks and 
Challenges”. The Conference was held on 29 Aug 
2019 at Sasana Kijang, BNM, Kuala Lumpur. 

The Conference focused primarily on improving 
the ability of law firms o devise appropriate AML/
CFT compliance programmes and strengthen the 
compliance culture of reporting institutions with 
emphasis on the legal sector. The turnout of over 370 
attendees included guests of honour, distinguished 
speakers and moderators, 140 Members of the Bar, 
and participants from various sectors. 

In his opening address, Abdul Fareed Abdul Gafoor, 
President of the Malaysian Bar thanked BNM for 
its cooperation and assistance in co-hosting the 
Conference. He stated that the Bar Council looked 
forward to a strong and mutually beneficial relationship 
with BNM, as both parties shared the common goal 
of combating money laundering and the financing of 
terrorism. Adnan Zaylani Mohamad Zahid, Assistant 
Governor of BNM, echoed this sentiment in his 
Keynote Address.

Joint Bar Council-Bank Negara National 
Anti-Money Laundering & Counter 
Financing of Terrorism (“AML/CFT”) 
Conference 2019

A total of nine speakers delivered presentations 
during four intellectually stimulating and engaging 
plenary sessions, namely:

(1) Overcoming compliance challenges — 
building an effective AML/CFT compliance 
for an organisation 

 The topics included Financial Action Task Force 
(“FATF”) recommendations applicable to legal 
practitioners, and mitigating challenges through 
the application of a risk-based approach.

(2) AML/CFT compliance and client confidentiality

 The topics included the definition of confidentiality/
privileged information — applicability of legal 
professional privilege and professional secrecy, 
and suspicious transaction report (“STR”) 
reporting mechanism.

(3) AML/CFT compliance: Do you know your 
clients?

 The topics included challenges in conducting 
customer due diligence (“CDD”), enhanced due 
diligence and ongoing due diligence; practices 
and practical issues; and customer profile vs 
client account.

(4) Recent money laundering and terrorist 
financing (“ML/TF”) cases

 The topics included conveyancing, formation of 
companies, and handling of client monies.
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The speakers also methodically addressed questions 
raised by the audience, providing practical solutions 
to solve challenges faced and avoid the risks of 
non-compliance.

Mohamad Ezri Abdul Wahab, Co-Chairperson 
of the Bar Council AMLA Subcommittee of the 
Legal Profession Committee delivered the Closing 
Address on the Conference. In his speech, he 
expressed the need for increased awareness 
among legal practitioners of the AML/CFT regime, 
and the importance of compliance. He also took the 
opportunity to invite attendees to participate in the 
International Malaysia Law Conference (“IMLC”) 
2020, themed “Navigating the Present, Exploring the 
Future”, which will be held from 12 to 14 Aug 2020.
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The Tripartite Bar Games 2019 (“Games”) were 
held in Kota Kinabalu, Sabah from 7 to 9 Nov 2019 
(Thursday to Saturday).

In the competitive sports, the team from the Malaysian 
Bar (“MB”) emerged victorious, with a score of 40 
points. The Advocates Association of Sarawak 
(“AAS”) team and the Sabah Law Society (“SLS”) 
team were tied for second place, with 20 points each.     
 

Tripartite Bar Games 2019

Congratulations to the Malaysian Bar team!
 
The individual scores are listed in the table below.

Competitive

Score

MB AAS SLS

Badminton 5 2 3

Basketball 5 3 2

Bowling 5 3 2

Cross–Country 5 2 3

Darts 5 3 2

Football 5 2 3

Golf 5 3 2

Pool 5 2 3

Non–Competitive

Score

MB AAS SLS

E–Sport:
Mobile Legend

1st place 2nd place ––

Ladies Futsal 1st place –– 2nd place

Table Tennis 1st place 2nd place ––
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4 July 2019 | Official Launch of the Refugees and Asylum-Seekers’ Legal Aid Scheme (“RALAS”)

Other Events

17 to 18 and 22 July 2019 | Malaysian Bar Legal Market Visits — Dalian and Hainan

31 July to 2 Aug 2019 | 30th POLA Conference 2019, Kunming, China
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3 Aug 2019 | #getAsli Fundraising Dinner 2019 

9 Aug 2019 | Malaysian Bar Legal Market Visit — Vietnam 

20 Aug 2019 | Dialogue with Members of the Johore Bar

26 Aug 2019 | Informal dialogue with His Lordship Judge CHUNG Chang-Ho, ICC Court Judge in conjunction 
with the Lecture and Forum on the International Criminal Court (“ICC”) on 27 Aug 2019
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18 Sept 2019 | Simposium Pegawai Integriti Malaysia 2019 

14 Oct 2019 | Launch of Kuala Lumpur Legal Aid Centre

21 Nov 2019 | UKM Lecture (Disciplinary Process)
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The short-term residential accommodation 
business has disrupted and transformed the 
hospitality industry on a global scale.  Its 
staggering growth especially across emerging 
markets in the Asia-Pacific region calls into 
question whether the short-term residential 
accommodation business needs to be 
regulated and better monitored. This article 
provides an overview of the existing legal 
framework and regulatory trend in relation 
to short-term residential accommodation in 
Malaysia. 

Airbnb, Inc. or “Airbnb” for short, is the pioneer of 
short-term residential accommodation (“STRA”) which 
has arguably become the most disruptive business 
model to the traditional hotel industry.  Airbnb has 
grown exponentially since its inception in 2008. 
Within the first few years of operation, it expanded 
worldwide with offices in major cities such as Paris, 
Milan, Barcelona, Copenhagen, Moscow and São 
Paulo.1

Airbnb’s valuation as at 2017 of USD31 billion trumps 
the valuation of the two largest hotel chains, Hilton 
and IHG combined, both valued at USD21 billion and 
USD9.3 billion respectively.2 The formerly branded 
“Airbedandbreakfast.com” is now known as a leading 
global organisation that operates as an agency or 
brokerage by providing an internet contract base 
linking “those with rooms to let” and “those with rooms 
to rent” temporarily.

With 44,000 listings, Malaysia is the fastest Airbnb 
home provider in Southeast Asia with a recorded 99% 
increase in guest arrivals totalling two million as at 
July 2018. In the same year, Airbnb contributed over 
RM200 million in revenue to the Malaysian tourism 
industry.3 The hospitality e-hub service has become 
the go-to platform for STRA due to its affordable 
offers, home-like ambience, and advent of micro-
entrepreneurs in contrast to the constraints imposed 
by traditional hotel operations, which limit the number 
of guests in one room. Just as e-hailing services like 
Grab have transformed the public transport landscape 
in Malaysia, Airbnb is making similar waves in the 
tourist accommodation industry.

Should Short-Term Residential 
Accommodation Be Regulated?

by Mohamad Izahar 
Mohamad Izham and  

Liya Saffura Ab Rashid

Features and Articles
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As with any other emerging industry, one of the 
unresolved issues is the existence of a legislative 
framework. The Government needs to delicately 
balance the interest of all affected stakeholders in 
order to harmonise the disruptive nature of STRA 
with the existing traditional tourist accommodation 
industry. 

This article seeks to explore this notion by briefly 
considering the existing legislative framework in 
relation to STRA as well as an observation of best 
practices and features to be considered should the 
Government intend to introduce an STRA legal 
framework in Malaysia.

In January 2018, the Ministry of Tourism, Arts and 
Culture (“MOTAC”) announced that STRA home 
providers renting out their property were required 
to register with MOTAC.4 Prior to that, both hosts 
and guests who used STRA services had difficulty 
ascertaining the applicable regulatory framework, 
in the absence of a specific legislation regulating 
the STRA industry. In Malaysia, the existence of 
piecemeal provisions under various legislations which 
regulate activities relating to STRA may potentially 
raise issues for STRA operations. The following 
are some noteworthy legislation together with their 
applicability to STRA operations:

Relevant Legislation Impact of Legislation

Town and Country 
Planning Act 1976

• This Act allows local planning authorities to regulate, control and plan the development 
and use of all lands and buildings within its purview. Once the building plans have been 
approved, the local planning authority will issue planning permission, stating the nature of 
the development allowed. The permission granted may be for among others “commercial 
purposes” (such as hotels or lodging houses) or “residential purposes” (such as apartments or 
condominiums).

• The Former Assistant Minister of the then-Ministry of Tourism, Culture and Environment, 
Datuk Pang Yuk Ming echoed the sentiment, “Airbnb is a business, but if an apartment 
is built as a residential property, it cannot be used for commercial purposes”.5 As such, 
operations of STRA in residential properties may contravene this Act if they are considered 
to be conducting commercial activities.

Hotels (Federal 
Territory of Kuala 
Lumpur) Act 2003

This Act prohibits any person from operating a “hotel” without a licence.

“Hotel” is broadly defined to include premises where “persons are harboured or lodged for 
hire or reward of any kind; and the rooms are furnished by the owner, lessee, principal tenant, 
occupier or manager of such premises for the domestic use of the persons so harboured or 
lodged”.6 

This broad definition of “hotel” may potentially affect the legality of STRA operations, as 
the concept of STRA is to provide lodging for guests in return for monetary compensation.  
STRAs are also typically furnished with beddings and basic appliances, for the convenience 
of guests.

There are certain exemptions from obtaining the requisite licence if the premises are:
- carried on by or on behalf of the Federal Government, the Government of any State, or 

any statutory body established by any written law;
- controlled/regulated operation such as private healthcare facility and child care centre;
- controlled/regulated hotel for private educational institution or private higher educational 

institution; and
- a premises let out on landlord and tenant basis.7 

However, should STRA hosts wish to rely on the exceptions, particularly the exception for 
landlord and tenant arrangements they then need to be wary of the legal requirements and 
implications of the landlord and tenant relationship.

Kuala Lumpur City Hall (“DBKL”) has been progressive by requiring any individual, agent, or 
company that is engaged in STRA operations in Kuala Lumpur to register with DBKL.8 There 
is no charge for registration which enables DBKL to supervise the patterns and growth of 
Airbnb operations in the city and to assist the Companies Commission of Malaysia (“CCM”) 
with data collection.9 Failure to register is an offence.
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The lack of a clear regulatory framework leaves the 
Government at a crossroad in determining whether to 
develop a regulatory framework and if so, whether it 
will contribute to the growth of the local STRA industry.  
Numerous countries are already in the process of 
reviewing their existing laws in order to determine 
whether to explicitly regulate STRA, in particular from 
the perspective of the benefit to the economy as well 
as the social welfare of the public. 

Is There Room for the STRA Industry to Thrive 
in Malaysia?

The STRA industry is expected to continuously 
grow in Malaysia, even without a specific legislative 
framework to regulate it.14 Recognising the escalating 
need to develop clear policies and oversight of the 
STRA industry, the Government has undertaken 
steps to assess the impact of the STRA model on 
the general public as well as on the traditional players 
in the accommodation industry.

Tourism Industry 
Act 1992

This Act provides for the licensing and regulation of the tourism industry.

“Tourist accommodation premises” are defined as “accommodation premises” that are 
registered under section 31c of the Act. The definition of “accommodation premises” includes 
“any building, including hostels, hotels, inns, boarding-houses, rest houses and lodging 
houses held out by the proprietor, owner or manager, either wholly or partly as offering 
lodging or sleeping accommodation to tourists in return for some compensation of any kind”. 

This requirement may be applicable to STRA hosts as MOTAC has urged STRA hosts to 
register under the Act to enable MOTAC to collect data.10 Despite the requirement to register, 
STRA hosts find it hard to complete the registration process. This stems partly from the 
ambiguous position of whether STRAs are included in the definition of “accommodation 
premises”.

Strata Management 
Act 2013 and 
Strata Management 
(Maintenance and 
Management) 
Regulations 2015

This Act and its regulations regulate strata properties, ie properties that have been subdivided 
as parcels according to their respective types. 

In particular the regulations prohibit use of parcels in such a manner that causes nuisance or 
danger which is one of the main concerns raised by occupants in STRA operating buildings.11

The operations of STRAs in stratified buildings may potentially infringe the prohibition of causing 
nuisance or danger due to the high traffic of guests coming in and out of the stratified parcel.

DBKL has highlighted that the condominium management may in itself impose rules to bar 
STRA operations.12 The Act allows for joint management bodies and management corporations 
(“JMB/MC”) to make additional bylaws to regulate STRA operations by passing a special 
resolution. JMB/MCs are also empowered to impose a fine against any occupant or invitee 
who infringes such provisions.

Registration of 
Guests Act 1965

This Act provides for the obligation of keepers of residential accommodation in respect of the 
registration of their guests.

Any owner or operator of a premises (whether furnished or unfurnished) which is used to 
provide services for lodging or sleeping accommodation is required to maintain a specified 
register of guests. Failure to do so is an offence.13 

Given the broad definition of “lodging” or “sleeping accommodation”, this may potentially 
require STRAs to maintain a register of guests for inspection by the relevant authorities.

Innkeepers Act 1952
The Act provides relief and limits the liability of the innkeeper with regard to goods brought in 
by guests.

The Act defines an “inn” to include “any hotel boarding house, or any place where any person 
is harboured or lodged for hire or reward and where any domestic service is rendered by the 
owner, lessee, principle tenant, occupier or manager to the person so harboured or ledged, 
licenced under any written law for the time being in force in Peninsular Malaysia”. 

The question then arises whether STRA hosts fall within the definition of an “innkeeper”, and 
if so, whether they can rely on the protections afforded under the Act.
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Should the Government ultimately decide to regulate 
the STRA industry, the Government may find it useful 
to explore the lessons learned from best practices 
in other jurisdictions worldwide. Such an approach 
would complement the meticulous task of scrutinising 
existing legislations while having to determine a 
wholesome policy which will be able to fulfil the needs 
of all stakeholders.

The following is a summary of observation of 
best practices and features obtained from STRA 
regulatory trends worldwide, which may potentially 
be considered in determining the appropriate policy 
in relation to the Malaysian STRA framework.

Limiting the Annual STRA Days

A common feature seen in STRA regulations has 
been the introduction of a maximum limit on days 
when STRA hosts can offer accommodation to guests.  
Countries such as Japan, England and Switzerland 
have imposed an annual STRA limit ranging from 
180, 90 and 60 days, respectively. In England, there 
is an exception to the general rule which allows STRA 
hosts to exceed the annual limit, provided they have 
obtained a planning permit. To ensure compliance, 
enforcement of the annual limit will be conducted by 
STRA platforms such as Airbnb, which already has 
in place a system to automatically block bookings 
if an STRA host has exceeded his/her annual limit.

This is premised on the concern that the STRA 
industry would have a devastating effect on normal 
long-term housing markets, potentially transforming 
urban centres into tourist destinations. It is imperative 
to prevent the “displacement effect”, ie mass migration 
into urban areas in which studies have indicated 
STRA as contributing to soaring rent prices in 
neighbourhoods. As a result of the advent of the STRA 
model, consumer perspective in the housing market 
has shifted as housing has been commoditised and 
new investors encouraged to purchase houses for 
investment purposes, in turn increasing the scarcity 
of housing for residential purposes. Consequently, 
locals are not able to afford the high rents imposed 
by landlords, who are able to gain more income from 
operating STRA properties than traditional tenancies 
and leases.

Importantly, the objective of the policy aims to 
reconcile interests of residents and tourists alike by 
preventing operations of STRA in residential premises 
all year round. In the Malaysian context, it may be 
worthwhile to consider extending the policy to restrict 
operations on festive occasions or public holidays 
so as to manage the influx of human traffic during 
such periods. The limitation of annual STRA days 
should also take into consideration the location of 
the properties, ie in urban or rural areas. For one, a 
higher limit may be prescribed to STRA hosts with 
properties in urban areas in order to, among others, 
encourage rural development.
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Collection of Tourism Tax

It has been reported that Airbnb has been in 
discussion with the Ministry of Finance, MOTAC, and 
the Royal Malaysian Customs Department to impose 
a Voluntary Collection Agreement (“VCA”) in order to 
collect tourism tax.15 From a regulatory perspective, 
the collection of such tax is already prevalent in 
various jurisdictions regulating STRA, including 
Switzerland, France and Canada, to name a few.  
The reaction from STRA platforms has been positive 
where such platforms have continually expressed 
interest to participate and assist governments with 
tax collection.  Recent developments have even seen 
countries such as Aruba signing a memorandum of 
understanding with Airbnb to cooperate in order to 
drive sustainable tourism by agreeing to focus on 
establishing a framework for discussions regarding 
tax.

Regulation of Guests

In a recent study commissioned by the Government, 
one of the main issues faced by various stakeholders 
due to the growth of the STRA industry in Malaysia 
is public nuisance. In order to address this issue, 
the STRA policy developed should consider making 
it mandatory for each host to provide a “house 
policy agreement” to be adhered to by guests upon 
booking the STRA home. The consequence of not 
complying with the agreement is a fine to be borne 
by the guests in which it can be suggested that for 
recurring breaches, guests could potentially even be 
blocked from the STRA platform.

Such a requirement is currently imposed in Maui, 
Hawaii in the United States, whereby STRA hosts are 
required to display house policies which are signed by 
guests.16 Policies include terms and conditions such 
as agreeing to quiet hours from 9:00 pm to 8:00 am, 
vehicles to be parked in designated parking areas, 
as well as prohibition on parties or group gatherings 
unless the guests are registered in advance. In the 
event that such house policies are not complied 
with, the Government can impose fines on the STRA 
hosts or guests, subject to the terms of the signed 
agreement.

In Victoria, Australia, the Government has passed 
the Owners Corporations Amendment (Short-stay 
Accommodation) Act 2018 imposing fines to guests 
that have caused unreasonable noise, or behaved 
badly, including causing any health, safety or security 
hazard, damaging common property, and obstructing 
a residence. In addition to the fines, the Act has also 
made hosts liable for any damage, noise or loss 
of amenity caused by their guests in which STRA 
hosts may be ordered to pay compensation to their 
neighbours for any damage caused by their guests 
to the common property. Through the Victorian Civil 
and Administrative Tribunal, neighbours could be 
compensated and repeated misconducts by guests 
can even result in a ban on the operation of STRA 
homes.

Regulation of Hosts

It is commonplace for STRA platforms to typically 
disclaim responsibility for any security and safety 
issues, instead urging hosts to comply with the 
security and safety laws imposed by the government 
of the respective jurisdictions in which it operates. In 
the absence of specific protection under local laws 
applicable to the STRA industry, it would be useful 
for the Malaysian Government to draw parallels from 
existing requirements imposed on the hotel industry 
and impose the same on STRA operations.

In Japan, as part of the mandatory requirement for 
hosts to register rental properties for short-term stays 
with the local government, the new Minpaku Law17  
requires fire safety checks to prevent fire hazard and 
disaster to ensure the safety of not only the guests 
but also the safety of other occupants of the building.  
In addition, the STRA host is required to submit proof 
that he is not currently suffering from any mental 
illness to ensure that the host is able to conduct the 
STRA operation without compromising the safety and 
comfort of guests.
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The United Kingdom (“UK”) has also moved towards 
regulating STRA hosts strictly in terms of safety 
and security through a report published by the UK 
House of Commons’ All-Party Parliamentary Group 
for Tourism, Leisure and the Hospitality Industry.  In 
the Report, a recommendation was made to compel 
STRA platforms to ensure that the hosts are aware 
of their responsibilities in undertaking a fire safety 
assessment, a health and safety assessment and 
if relevant, obtain Gas Safe certification. It was also 
recommended that hosts be prohibited from registering 
properties without proof of having undertaken the 
relevant assessments.

Short-Term Residential Accommodation Licence

Another feature to consider in introducing STRA 
legislation is in relation to a licensing regime. The 
importance of introducing such a scheme is to give 
certainty and raise public confidence that there is an 
oversight body monitoring and regulating the STRA 
industry. 

The licence requirement can also ensure that 
properties adhere to minimum standards such as 
prescribed health and safety requirements, ie installed 
smoke detectors and fire extinguishers. In addition, 
it is recommended that the unit rented is the STRA 
host’s primary residence in order to prevent investors 
who do not live on the property from renting out a unit 
or entire property as an STRA.

The Government needs to realise the importance of 
the roles of all stakeholders in the STRA industry, 
in particular STRA platforms in promulgating a 
model law, in order to ensure compliance with the 
framework. A symbiotic relationship through active 
participation by STRA platforms in the discourse 
towards regulating the industry would eventually 
facilitate effective implementation of new STRA 
laws, should the Government decide to regulate the 
industry.

Conclusion

Inevitably, the STRA industry will continue to grow with 
the ever-increasing demand in the accommodation 
industry for cheaper prices and larger rooms. The 
Malaysian Government must then consider the 
appropriate policy and the appropriate time for 
regulatory intervention. In doing so, the Malaysian 
Government needs to reconcile the notion that 
STRA hosts are not subjected to the same rules 
as traditional hoteliers or any other lodging-based 

service providers. In respect of the traditional 
players in the tourist accommodation industry, they 
must consider embracing the wave of change and 
incorporate innovations in their business models in 
order to compete with the STRA industry.

However, in doing so, there is a need to determine 
the right policy, which can only be achieved through 
a wholesome public consultation with affected 
stakeholders in Malaysia. STRA platforms such as 
Airbnb have consistently underlined their commitment 
to cooperate towards this common goal by declaring 
that it would “collaborate closely with key stakeholders 
to facilitate understanding of the growing short-term 
accommodation market”.18 Through the development 
of an all-inclusive policy and the creation of an 
enabling environment for all stakeholders to compete, 
this will subsequently boost the Malaysian tourism 
accommodation industry to greater heights.

Update: A draft guideline to regulate STRA activities 
was developed through a collaborative effort by a 
technical working group co-chaired by the Ministry 
of Housing and Local Government, and MOTAC, 
facilitated by the Malaysia Productivity Corporation 
and several relevant stakeholders. The Public 
Consultation was closed on 19 Nov 2019.19 

This article is an abridged and edited version 
of the article “Turning Your Domestic Haven 
into a Thriving Business: Should Short-Term 
Accommodation Be Regulated?” which discusses 
comparative jurisdictions in the Asia-Pacific 
region, as well as best practices from around the 
world. It can be downloaded at http://zico.group/
publication/turning-your-domestic-haven-into-a-
thriving-business/.

1  “Airbnb: 5 Million Nights Booked, Opening 6 New 
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airbnb-5-million-nights-booked-opening-6-new-
international-offices-in-q1-2012/.
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On 11 Sept 2019, the Federal Court issued its 
decision(s) concerning three review applications 
filed pursuant to rule 137 of the Rules of the Federal 
Court 1995, collectively and broadly referred to as 
TR Sandah ak Tabau v Director of Forest Sarawak & 
Ors (“TR Sandah Reviews”). In the 30-page majority 
judgment, delivered by Azahar Mohamed, CJM 
(Alizatul Khair Osman Khairuddin, FCJ; Mohd Zawawi 
Salleh, FCJ; Idrus Harun, FCJ; in agreement), the 
Court explained its decision to dismiss the TR Sandah 
Reviews on the ground that there must be finality to 
litigation and that it did not find any injustice had been 
caused to the Applicants. 

The dissenting judgment delivered by David Wong 
Dak Wah, CJSS (“dissenting judgment”) expounds in 
detail why the TR Sandah Reviews should have been 
allowed in toto and goes on to emphatically state that 
the legitimacy of the Judiciary as the guardian of the 
rule of law and public confidence in its ability to mete 
out justice will be compromised if the Federal Court 
chooses not to exercise its right to review decisions 
merely on the principle that there should be finality 
in litigation. 
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The Federal Court’s decision in the TR Sandah 
Reviews is the final nail in the coffin as the remaining 
applicants have been left with no further legal recourse 
in our legal system.  

Overview of the High Court, Court of Appeal 
and Federal Court Appeals (at 1st instance) 
leading up to the TR Sandah Reviews

The TR Sandah Reviews comprised three review 
applications which stemmed from three separate 
originating suits filed in the Kuching High Court in 
Sarawak.

(1) TR Sandah ak Tabau & 7 Ors v Director of Forest 
Sarawak & Anor (“Review 27/2015”);

(2) Siew ak Libau v State Government of Sarawak 
& Anor (“Review 3/2019”); and

(3) Siew ak Libau v Rosebay Enterprise Sdn Bhd 
(“Review 4/2019”). 

by Thulasy Suppiah
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All three High Court suits were tried by the same High Court judge, Justice Yew Jen Kie. The following table 
describes briefly the facts of the High Court suits and the appeals at the Court of Appeal and Federal Court 
right before the TR Sandah Reviews were filed.

High Court

Review 27/2015 • Applicants filed a suit seeking a declaration that they enjoyed native customary rights 
(“NCR”) and usurfructuary rights over certain forest lands on the basis that they had 
established the native customs of pulau galau and pemakai menoa.

• Justice Yew allowed the claim.

Reviews 3/2019 & 4/2019 • Applicants filed a suit claiming that they possessed NCR and usurfructuary rights 
over certain forest lands and that the lease granted by the State of Sarawak to 
Rosebay Enterprise was in breach of their NCR.

• Justice Yew allowed both claims.

Court of Appeal

Review 27/2015
• The Respondents appealed the High Court decision.

• Court of Appeal coram comprising Hishamudin Yunus, Abdul Wahab Patail and Balia 
Yusof, JJCA unanimously upheld the High Court decision and dismissed the appeal.

Reviews 3/2019 & 4/2019 • The Respondents appealed the High Court decisions.

• Court of Appeal coram comprising Abdul Wahab Patail, Clement Skinner and 
Hamid Sultan Abu Backer, JJCA unanimously upheld the High Court decisions and 
dismissed the appeals.

Federal Court (“2016 Federal Court Judgment”)

The Respondents for 
Review 27/2015, and 
Reviews 3/2019 and 
4/2019 collectively 
applied for leave to 
appeal and were granted 
leave for all three appeals 
to be heard jointly before 
the Federal Court since 
the questions of law 
arising therefrom were 
substantially the same.

• The Federal Court appeal was initially heard by a panel of five: Md Raus Sharif, PCA; 
Abdul Hamid Embong, FCJ; Ahmad Maarop, FCJ; Zainun Ali, FCJ; and Abu Samah 
Nordin, FCJ.

• However, by the date of delivery of the decision and grounds, Justice Hamid Embong 
retired, leaving a panel of four judges.

• On 20 Dec 2016, the Federal Court appeal was allowed, ostensibly, by a majority 
3:1 resulting in the setting aside of the High Court and Court of Appeal decisions.  
The majority judgment was delivered by Justice Raus with Justice Ahmad Maarop in 
agreement. 

• The dissenting judgment in favour of the Applicants was delivered by Justice Zainun 
Ali.

• Justice Abu Samah, whilst delivering a separate judgment, decided to allow the 
Respondents’s appeals. However, the judge “declined” to answer the three questions 
of law to be determined as part of the Federal Court appeal.

• Justice David Wong (in his dissenting judgment) would posit that Abu Samah, FCJ’s 
central decision emphatically concurred with that of Justice Zainun Ali’s and not that 
of Justice Raus’s1. Further, Justice Abu Samah had, arguably, embarked on a fact-
finding process2 and in doing so, interfered with the lower courts’ factual findings.  
Thus, what remains arguable is whether Justice Abu Samah’s supporting judgment 
could effectively be deemed to be in support of Justice Raus’s judgment.
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A Brief History of the Cases of TR Sandah and 
Siew ak Libau

The claims filed by TR Sandah and Siew ak Libau 
and others involved lands that ought rightly be 
protected since they should fall under NCR protection 
but which had been licensed and leased out by the 
State Government of Sarawak and/or its various 
apparatuses to private timber/plantation companies 
(such as Rosebay Enterprise Sdn Bhd).

The common and central issue in the TR Sandah and 
Siew ak Libau cases was simply whether the Iban 
customs of pulau galau (Communal Forest Reserves) 
and pemakai menoa (Territorial Domain) ought to be 
clothed with NCR under Sarawak law. The Center for 
Orang Asli Concerns (“COAC”) has helpfully defined 
the key terms for context, as follows3:

(1) Pemakai menoa is an Iban term that refers to 
“a territorial domain of a long-house community 
where customary rights to land resource are 
created by pioneering ancestors”; and

(2) Within a pemakai menoa there are various 
categories of land use zones, including for 
example the temuda lands which are settled 
and cultivated areas, and pulau galau which are 
communal forest reserves and the rivers that 
the Ibans use for hunting, fishing and for the 
gathering and foraging of forest products.

Taken together, the pemakai menoa and pulau galau 
areas need to be protected to enable the Dayak/Iban 
peoples to continue to forage the forests for their 
livelihood, as they have done for many generations.4 

The Kuching High Court and Court of Appeal had 
rightly recognised that the Dayak/Iban peoples can 
apply for their pemakai menoa and pulau galau 
areas to be protected by NCR. The practical effect 
of these decisions was that the Applicants (namely 
TR Sandah and Siew ak Libau and others) were the 
rightful owners of the pemakai menoa/pulau galau 
areas and that the State apparatuses’ and/or any 
private companies’ encroachments onto said lands 
were unlawful.  

However, the 2016 Federal Court judgment in 
effect delivered a ruling that only temuda lands are 
recognised under NCR and therefore, the Dayaks/
Ibans cannot apply for NCR protection for their 
pemakai menoa and pulau galau areas. The practical 
effect of this decision is that the Dayak/Iban peoples 
must continue to fight to enforce their right to use 
pemakai menoa/pulau galau areas as NCR lands.

The TR Sandah Reviews 

Following the decision in the 2016 Federal Court 
Judgment, the Applicants filed an application for the 
Federal Court to review and set aside its decision 
under rule 137 of the Rules of Federal Court 1995 
vide the TR Sandah Reviews, seeking that the 2016 
judgment be set aside and/or in the alternative, for 
a rehearing of the three appeals as allowed under 
section 78(2) of the Courts of Judicature Act 1964 
(“CJA”).  

The TR Sandah Reviews were premised on three 
grounds — the first two of which are related to coram 
failure:

(1) That at the heart of it, Justice Abu Samah’s 
supporting judgment was in fact consistent with 
the dissenting judgment delivered by Justice 
Zainun Ali which would effectively render the 
2016 Federal Court Judgment evenly divided 
and hence, in breach of section 78(1) of the CJA 
referred to hereafter as the “First Ground”;

(2) That the 2016 Federal Court panel did not 
include at least one judge with “Bornean judicial 
experience” which contravened the provisions 
(to be read together) in paragraph 26(4) of the 
Report of the Inter-Governmental Committee 
1962 (“IGC”) and Article VIII of the Malaysia 
Agreement 1963, thus causing an injustice to 
the Applicants who are the indigenous peoples 
of Sarawak — a Borneo state — referred to 
hereafter as the “Second Ground”; and

(3) Finally, that the majority judgment had expounded 
an opinion that is wrong in law — referred to 
hereafter as the “Third Ground”.
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The Majority Judgment

The 30-page judgment would deal with all three 
grounds posed for determination under the review 
application but not without emphasising the panel’s 
general reluctance to review the 2016 Federal Court 
Judgment for the reason that its powers under rule 137 
were intended “to be exercised sparingly, and only in 
circumstances which can be described as ‘exceptional’” 
and that “finality of proceedings is of fundamental 
importance to the certainty of administration of law”5.  
However, this emphasis on achieving and upholding 
finality of litigation, unfortunately, also suggests that 
the panel has accorded primacy to achieving finality 
in litigation proceedings over ensuring the prevention 
of injustice caused to litigants (especially litigants 
whose legal rights under existing laws are weaker 
or more vulnerable). 

The pith of the majority judgment, particularly as it 
pertains to the First, Second and Third Grounds, can 
be summarised as follows:

(1) That notwithstanding Justice Abu Samah’s failure 
to answer the three questions of law posed for 
determination in the 2016 Federal Court appeals, 
“his supporting judgment had agreed with the 
conclusion arrived at by Raus Sharif PCA who 
delivered the majority judgment of the Court”6. 
Justice Abu Samah’s judgment was viewed as 
one that was consistent with Justice Raus’s even 
if the reasoning and substance of his judgment 
may not have been so. On that note, the majority 
judgment reasoned that the 2016 Federal Court 
Judgment was delivered pursuant to section 78(1) 
of the CJA;

(2) The Federal Court in its majority judgment stated 
that it found no cogent reason to depart or deviate 
from its earlier decision in Keruntum Sdn Bhd 
v Director of Forests & Ors [2018] 4 CLJ 145 
(“Keruntum Case”) where it was found that the 
“recommendation in para 26(4) [of the IGC] was 
never implemented by an express provision in 
the Federal Constitution nor by any legislative, 
executive or other action by the Government of 
the Federation of Malaya, North Borneo (Sabah) 
and Sarawak” and that “Article VIII of the Malaysia 
Agreement did not mandate the Judiciary to take 
action to implement the said recommendation 
and the recommendation in para. 26(4) of the 
IGC report cannot be enforced by the courts”7.  
In other words, there was no basis for requiring 
that the judicial panel hearing the 2016 Federal 
Court appeals ought to have included a judge with 
sufficient Bornean judicial experience; and finally,

(3) The Court took the position that it was not for the 
review panel to resolve whether the earlier panel 
in the same case, interpreted or applied the law 
correctly or not for the reason that it is a matter 
of opinion. It was emphatically pointed out that 
“the majority of the Federal Court was entitled to 
come to its decision even when such decision 
may be questioned, whether in law or on facts”8 
(sic). This could not, therefore, form a legitimate 
basis for seeking review of an earlier decision. 

Justice Wong’s Dissenting Judgment

Justice Wong allowed the TR Sandah Reviews 
in toto and further recommended that the matters 
be properly reheard so that the correctness of the 
majority judgment could be ventilated9. For clarity’s 
sake, it is to be repeated that the central issue for 
determination in the 2016 Federal Court appeals was 
whether the Dayak/Iban customs of pulau galau and 
pemakai menoa ought to be clothed with NCR under 
Sarawak Law.

(1) The First Ground

 Justice Wong’s analysis of Justice Abu Samah’s 
supporting judgment in the 2016 Federal Court 
judgment concluded that in answering the central 
issue, the latter had “emphatically concurred with 
Justice Zainun Ali’s dissenting judgment that the 
Iban customs of pulau galau and pemakai menoa 
are part of Sarawak law”.10 11

 Justice Wong did not shy away from stating that 
Justice Abu Samah had indeed disturbed the 
findings of fact made by the lower courts when 
the existence of the pemakai menoa and pulau 
galau in the disputed area was discussed and 
not (as he should have limited his discussion) the 
existence of the custom of pemakai menoa 
and pulau galau12.

 Unlike his peers who agreed on the majority 
judgment, Justice Wong acknowledged that 
Justice Abu Samah’s concluding judgment was 
at odds with his (factual and legal) reasoning 
for arriving at the same. Crucially, Justice Wong 
recognised that Justice Abu Samah’s agreement, 
in conclusion, with Justice Raus was “premised 
on a finding of fact which he was devoid of 
jurisdiction to make… and […] that he had agreed 
with the proposition put by Justice Zainun Ali on 
the central issue”13.
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 Thus, Justice Wong concluded based on the 
above, that there was indeed more of a deadlock 
in the 2016 Federal Court judgment as sufficient 
doubt had been raised by the Applicants as to 
whether a majority decision had in fact been 
rendered. Justice Wong found there was a 
coram failure in the 2016 Federal Court judgment 
constituting an infringement of section 78 of the 
CJA — thereby answering the First Ground in the 
affirmative and in favour of the Applicants. 

(2) The Second Ground

Justice Wong adopted a more nuanced and 
holistic approach in arriving at his determination 
on this ground. Justice Wong appreciated that 
the central issue in the 2016 Federal Court 
appeals involved a constitutional issue affecting 
the livelihood of the indigenous peoples or the 
first peoples of the country which necessitated or 
merited a revisit of the principles in the Keruntum 
Case. Revisiting the Keruntum Case allowed His 
Lordship to outline the steps that would establish 
that section 74 of the CJA must be read together 
with paragraph 26(4) of the IGC and Article VIII 
of the Malaysia Agreement. After all, the latter 
documents were drafted specifically to preserve 
and protect the fundamental rights of the people 
of the Borneo states and predate the Federal 
Constitution 1972.  

His Lordship’s key findings could be summarised 
(although not necessarily limited to) as follows:

(a) That section 74 of the CJA possessed a 
quasi-constitutional feature and therefore one 
must look behind the words in the context 
of the Malaysia Agreement and historical 
documents such as the IGC Report14;

(b) That the Judiciary had an obligation to observe 
the recommendations in para 26(4) of the IGC 
Report and to not do so would undermine the 
public’s confidence in the Judiciary15;

(c) Having determined the above, there is 
a general requirement of having a judge 
of Bornean judicial experience vide para 
26(4) of the IGC Report and Article VIII of 
the Malaysia Agreement which ought to be 
read into section 74 of the CJA for appeals 
emanating from Sabah and Sarawak16;

(d) The lack of a judge with Bornean judicial 
experience in the 2016 Federal Court appeals 
panel meant that section 74 of the CJA was 
breached and therefore there was coram 
failure17; and

(e) Since the right of the Applicants to challenge 
the lack of a judge with Bornean judicial 
experience is a constitutional one — the fact 
that they had only done so at the time of the 
stage of the TR Sandah Reviews is immaterial 
— it is an established principle of law that 
there can be no waiver of a constitutionally 
recognised right18.

Appeals or review applications such as the TR Sandah 
Reviews emanating from Sabah and Sarawak are by 
no means normal — they involve the constitutional 
right to livelihood of a section of the nation’s society, 
specifically, the indigenous peoples in the Borneo 
States who have different customs and cultures to 
that of the people of Peninsular Malaysia. Judges who 
have served in Borneo would typically be exposed to 
the native customs and livelihoods of its peoples in 
the course of their work. Justice Wong took the time 
to explore several unique examples in an effort to 
shed light on the importance of having a judge with 
some appreciation of the customs and values of the 
Bornean peoples19:

"In the context of Sarawak, we learn how 
important the rainforest is to the semi-nomadic 
Penan. The rainforest is the foundation of their 
existence. For the Penan, the rainforest is their 
world, life, home, forever pulsating, and awake to 
their sustenance, medicinal and spiritual needs. 
In the context of Sabah, we learn that the Bajau 
Laut are the Sea Gypsies where the foundation 
of their very existence is the ocean. The ocean is 
their world and life. They earn their living solely 
based on the ocean’s resources. Their place of 
abode is wooden houseboats built by themselves 
or stilt huts atop coral reefs."

(3) The Third Ground 

Justice Wong dismissed the need to address this 
ground on the basis that a finding of coram failure 
on the First and Second Grounds rendered it 
unnecessary.
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Is This the End of the Road?

Not quite. With a backlog of NCR cases facing similar 
issues and which were previously waiting for a 
favourable determination in the TR Sandah Reviews, 
those cases have now been revived and the Courts 
may still have the opportunity to revisit the legal 
question on the enforceability of pemakai menoa/
pulau galau as NCR lands. One such promising case 
appears to be that of an appeal to the Federal Court 
by Ramba Bungkong and five others20.  

It is imperative however, that we do not forget that 
whilst a decisive and resolute decision remains 
outstanding from our apex court in matters concerning 
the Sarawak natives’ land rights, they would still 
have to battle through everyday life with their right 
to livelihoods inadequately protected under the law 
and in jeopardy of being ‘stolen’ away from them.  
There are documented instances of violent threats 
being made against members of the indigenous tribes 
who attempt to legitimately defend their land rights 
and against activists and community leaders who 
are harassed and/or face other forms of reprisals 
and worse, have even lost their lives in the course 
of fighting for legal recognition of their ownership to 
their lands (vide the case of Bill Kayong)21.

Justice Wong’s pleas to his fellows on the panel for 
restoring public confidence in the role of the judiciary 
as guardians of the rule of law and as independent 
but informed arbiters of justice, will hopefully serve 
as a clarion call to future panels of judges convened 
to hear appeals or reviews concerning the Sarawak 
peoples’ constitutional right to protect their lands and 
livelihoods. 

1  TR Sandah Reviews: Justice Wong’s dissenting 
judgment at paras [30] to [31].

2  TR Sandah Reviews: Justice Wong’s dissenting 
judgment at paras [32] to [43].

3 “Implications of the TR Sandah review rejection”, 
https://www.facebook.com/notes/center-for-orang-asli-
concerns-coac/implications-of-the-tr-sandah-review-
rejection/2549567301753847/. 

4 “A Blow to Indigenous Rights: Comment on the TR Sandah 
decision”, https://www.facebook.com/notes/center-for-
orang-asli-concerns-coac/a-blow-to-indigenous-rights-
comment-on-the-tr-sandah-decision/1335049983205591/.

5 TR Sandah Reviews: The Majority Judgment at para [13].
6 TR Sandah Reviews: The Majority Judgment at para [19].
7 The Keruntum Case at para [20].
8 TR Sandah Reviews: The Majority Judgment at para [17].
9 TR Sandah Reviews: Justice Wong’s dissenting judgment at 

para [152].
10 TR Sandah Reviews: Justice Wong’s dissenting judgment at 

para [31].
11 The 2016 Federal Court Judgment: Justice Abu Samah’s 

supporting judgment at paras [298] to [302].
12 TR Sandah Reviews: Justice Wong’s dissenting judgment at 

paras [33] to [40].
13 TR Sandah Reviews: Justice Wong’s dissenting judgment at 

para [45].
14 TR Sandah Reviews: Justice Wong’s dissenting judgment at 

paras [53] to [61].
15 TR Sandah Reviews: Justice Wong’s dissenting judgment at 

paras [101] to [114].
16 TR Sandah Reviews: Justice Wong’s dissenting judgment at 

para [80].
17 TR Sandah Reviews: Justice Wong’s dissenting judgment at 

para [138].
18 TR Sandah Reviews: Justice Wong’s dissenting judgment at 

paras [148] to [151].
19 TR Sandah Reviews: Justice Wong’s dissenting judgment at 

para [142].
20 “NCR: TR Sandah decision to be revisited as Federal Court 

allows leave to appeal in Ramba case”, https://dayakdaily.
com/ncr-tr-sandah-decision-to-be-revisited-as-federal-
court-allows-leave-to-appeal-in-ramba-case/.

21 “International investment blamed for violence and 
oppression in Sarawak”, https://news.mongabay.
com/2017/08/international-investment-blamed-for-

 violence-and-oppression-in-sarawak/.
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When one buys housing accommodation from a 
developer in Malaysia, the terms of the sale and 
purchase agreement (“S&P”) with the developer 
are prescribed by law, specifically the Housing 
Development (Control and Licensing) Regulations 
1989 (“HDR 1989”).

Depending on the type of development, a developer 
is required to deliver vacant possession (commonly 
referred to as “VP”) of the property  within 24 months 
or 36 months from the date of the S&P. If the VP is 
delivered after the prescribed period, the developer 
needs to compensate the purchaser for every day of 
delay, unless an extension of time is granted under 
the HDR 1989.

So, when does the 24-month or 36-month period 
start?  From the date the booking fee is paid or from 
the date of the S&P?

When does Time for Delivery of 
Vacant Possession of Property Start?

This seemingly straightforward question has caused 
dispute between developers and home buyers. Earlier 
decisions have held that for purposes of ascertaining 
the date of delivery of VP, time starts to run when the 
purchaser pays the booking fee.

These are the cases of Hoo See Sen & Anor v Public 
Bank Bhd & Anor, 1988 (“Hoo See Sen case”) and 
Faber Union Sdn Bhd v Chew Nyat Shong & Anor, 
1995 (“Chew Nyat Shong case”). The question then 
seemed settled.

This position is beneficial to purchasers since the 
booking fee is usually paid before signing the S&P.  
However, to be clear, the S&P prescribed under the 
current HDR 1989 in fact states that time starts from 
the date of the S&P.

So, when does time for delivery of VP actually start 
to run? The Court of Appeal has, in two recent cases, 
added some confusion to the seemingly settled 
question.

As a result of 
the GJH Avenue 
and PJD Regency 
cases there is now 
uncertainty about 
when the period 
for delivery of 
vacant possession 
starts. With 
these conflicting 
decisions, we will 
have to wait for 
the Federal Court 
to resolve the 
question.

by May Chua
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GJH Avenue Case

In the recent judgment of GJH Avenue Sdn Bhd 
v Tribunal Tuntutan Pembeli Rumah & Ors (“GJH 
Avenue case”), the Court of Appeal clarified the 
words “from the date of this agreement” should be 
interpreted as the date of the S&P. In other words, the 
period for delivery of VP commences from the date 
of the S&P. Therefore, the sooner one signs the S&P, 
the earlier one can expect to get VP.

Case Background

In the GJH Avenue case, the purchasers bought a 
bungalow from the developer and paid the booking 
fee to the developer on 24 Nov 2011. The statutorily 
prescribed S&P for the bungalow was signed on 
13 Feb 2012. The S&P required VP to be delivered 
within 24 months “from the date of the agreement” 
and VP was delivered on 14 Feb 2014. As the S&P 
was dated 13 Feb 2012, the developer compensated 
the purchaser for the two-day delay.

The purchasers subsequently initiated a claim with 
the Tribunal for Homebuyer Claims for a higher sum 
and the Tribunal granted the award. Dissatisfied with 
the Tribunal’s decision, the developer filed a claim (by 
way of judicial review) to the High Court to set aside 
the Tribunal’s award.

High Court Findings

The High Court did not find any illegality in the 
Tribunal’s decision and decided that the Tribunal had 
applied the law to the facts correctly.  This was on 
the basis that the Tribunal had taken into account two 
previous decisions of the High Court, which in turn 
relied on the decision of the Supreme Court (as it 
then was) in the Hoo See Sen and Chew Nyat Shong 
cases. The High Court believed that the Tribunal 
was bound by the Supreme Court in those cases. 
Following this outcome, the developer filed an appeal 
to the Court of Appeal.

Decision of the Court of Appeal

The Court of Appeal decided that the Tribunal had 
acted beyond the scope of the Tribunal’s powers under 
the HDR 1989 in making the award.  This resulted 
in the award being tainted with illegality.  The Court 
was of the opinion that the Tribunal had made an 
error of law when making the decision as the relevant 
clause in the S&P was very clear and unambiguous. 
The Tribunal should have just applied the law by 
giving plain meaning to the words in deciding the 
purchasers’ claim, without sieving through various 
authorities to justify the findings.

This also follows the Court’s earlier decision in 
Kompobina Holding Sdn Bhd v Tribunal Tuntutan 
Pembeli Rumah & Ors & Anor (“Kompobina case”), 
where the Court upheld the decision of the Tribunal 
that the timeline for delivery of VP is 24 months from 
the date of the S&P although the deposit was paid 
more than one year after the S&P was signed.

PJD Regency Case

In the second decision of PJD Regency Sdn Bhd 
v Tribunal Tuntutan Pembeli Rumah & Ors (“PJD 
Regency case”), delivered just two days after the GJH 
Avenue case, a separate panel of the Court of Appeal 
decided that the time for delivery of VP actually starts 
to run from the date the purchaser paid the booking 
fee and not the date of the S&P.

Case Background

In this case, the purchaser paid a booking fee to the 
developer on 16 Jan 2013. The time for signing of 
the S&P lapsed but the parties proceeded to sign the 
S&P on 21 Mar 2013. The developer delivered VP 
on 23 Jan 2017, which was later than the 42 months 
contracted under the S&P. The Tribunal calculated the 
time for delivery of VP from the date of payment of the 
booking fee and awarded the purchaser damages for 
late delivery accordingly. The developer applied by 
way of judicial review to the High Court to set aside 
the Tribunal’s award.
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High Court’s Decision

The High Court applied the Chew Nyat Shong case 
and, agreeing with the decision of the Tribunal, 
dismissed the developer’s application. The developer 
appealed to the Court of Appeal.

Decision of the Court of Appeal

The Court of Appeal agreed with the decision of the 
High Court and dismissed the appeal. The Court of 
Appeal affirmed that the Chew Nyat Shong case 
was binding. This decision meant that the time for 
delivery of VP actually starts to run from the date the 
purchaser paid the booking fee and not the date of 
the S&P.

Conclusion

The result of both the GJH Avenue case and PJD 
Regency case is that it is now uncertain as to when 
the period for delivering VP starts from. With these 
conflicting decisions, we will have to wait for the 
Federal Court to resolve the question.

In the writer’s opinion, the decision in the GJH Avenue 
case is preferred. It is a move in the right direction, 
and reflects the original intention of Parliament when 
enacting this piece of social legislation in the Housing 
Development (Control And Licensing) Act 1966 which 
outlawed the collection of any monies by a housing 
developer from a purchaser other than at or upon 
the signing of the S&P, which was then the prevalent 
practice to the detriment of house buyers.

This article was first published in the StarBiz, 
The Star on 7 Oct 2019. It was contributed by 
May Chua, a lawyer practising at Messrs Wong 
& Partners, who is a member of the Bar Council 
Conveyancing Practice Committee. This article 
does not constitute legal advice.
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On 15 Oct 2019, the firm of Thomas Philip successfully 
defended an application for an injunction in the matter 
of Tan Than Kau & Anor v RHB Nominees (Asing) 
Sdn Bhd and 2 Ors (Kuala Lumpur High Court 
Originating Summons No.: WA-24NCC-295-06/2019) 
(the “Application”). 

The Application sought to, inter alia, prevent 
an Extraordinary General Meeting (“EGM”) of a 
Malaysian public-listed company (“Company”) from 
taking place. 

The EGM was called by a substantial shareholder 
of the Company for the main purpose of removing 
the then-current Board of Directors and electing new 
individuals as Directors of the Company. 

The Distinction between “Days” and “Clear 
Days” in the Companies Act 2016

One of the main grounds the Plaintiff sought to rely 
on in the Application was that the Notice of the EGM 
(the “EGM Notice”) did not meet the mandatory 14 
days’ notice period as required by the Companies Act 
2016 (“CA 2016”) and the Company’s Constitution.  
For completeness, section 316(2) CA 2016 provides, 
essentially, that a meeting of members of a public 
company must be called by “at least 14 days [notice] 
or any longer period specified in its constitution”. 

The Plaintiff relied upon the decision in Extreme 
System Sdn Bhd v Ho Hup Construction Company 
Bhd & Ors [2010] 1 LNS 338 ("Extreme System") to 
argue that the “14 days’” notice period herein must 
necessarily mean “14 clear days”. 

by Jason Yong Kok Yew
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If the “clear days” reckoning was applied, there must 
be at least 14 days intervening between the date 
that the EGM notice was sent, and the date of the 
EGM itself. In other words, neither the date the EGM 
notice was sent or the date of the EGM itself would 
be included in the calculation of time. 

The significance of the distinction between “days” and 
“clear days” is demonstrated by the fact that if the 
“clear days” reckoning was applied, the EGM notice 
would be one day short of the required notice period.  
This then enabled the Plaintiff to further argue that 
the non-compliance with the required notice period 
rendered the EGM notice invalid in law. 

The Defendant submitted that “days” should not be 
equated with “clear days” for the very reason that the 
words “clear days” were not used in the Constitution. 

The CA 2016 itself makes a distinction between 
“clear days” (eg at section 449(3)(a), “at least seven 
clear days”) and “days” (eg at section 322(4), “at 
least 14 days”). Given that Parliament had deemed 
it necessary to use and refer to “clear days” in one 
section of CA 2016 and “days” in another section, the 
necessary implication is that Parliament intended for 
these two phrases to have distinct meanings. 

The Defendant went on to distinguish Extreme 
System on the basis that the decision therein did 
not appear to take into account this distinction in the 
drafting of CA 2016. Instead, the Defendant moved 
the Court to rely on Re John Fung Nyuk Foh; ex 
p Teck Guan Trading Sdn Bhd [1998] 7 MLJ 520, 
wherein the learned Judge stated that “Rule 26 [of 
the Bankruptcy Rules] does not say 3 clear days. 
It only says 3 days.  Because r. 22 says clear days 
and r. 26 does not say clear days, r. 26 cannot intend 
clear days”. 

The learned Judicial Commissioner agreed with 
the Defendant, in that it must be presumed that 
Parliament uses words with care, and that no word 
in the statute is superfluous. As such, the learned 
Judicial Commissioner stated that this suggested that 
our Parliament may have intended a distinction to be 
made between “clear days” and “days” in CA 2016. 

Conclusion 

Though it may seem like an arbitrary exercise in 
semantics, lexical distinctions such as the difference 
between “days” and “clear days” can have a profound 
impact in practice, for instance in shareholder 
disputes where the appointment and removal of 
entire boards of directors of public-listed companies 
may rise and fall on the nib of a pen. This author 
opines that the Court had, by this decision, reinforced 
shareholders’ rights to corporate democracy in calling 
and proceeding with meetings of members without 
being frustrated by a mere one-day deficiency of 
notice in calling the EGM. 

About the Writer 
Jason Yong Kok Yew is an Associate in the 
firm’s Civil Litigation Department. He holds an 
LL.B (Hons) degree from Cardiff University, UK. 
He was admitted as an advocate and solicitor of 
the High Court of Malaya in 2018. His areas of 
practice include general litigation, commercial and 
contractual disputes, shareholder disputes and 
corporate recovery, and insolvency. Jason may be 
contacted at: yky@thomasphilip.com.my.
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State Bar News

Talk on the Role of an Expert Witness 

The Malacca Bar Committee organised a talk entitled 
“The Role of an Expert Witness”, which was presented 
by Yang Arif Puan Maidzuara bt Mohammed (Judicial 
Commissioner, High Court of Melaka) on 27 Sept 
2019 at the Malacca Bar Committee. 

Malacca Bar Committee

Interstate Bar Games 2019 

Date:   24 Aug 2019 
Location:  Pahang 
Results:  Football — 3rd placing 
    Futsal — Runner-Up 
    Dart — Qualifying Round
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Malacca Bar Annual Dinner 2019 

The Malacca Bar Annual Dinner 2019 was held on 28 
Sept 2019 at Philea Resort & Spa Ayer Keroh Melaka.  
The dinner was graced with the attendance of Yang 
Arif Dato’ Hj Ahmad Nasfy bin Hj Yasin, Melaka High 
Court Judge, who was accompanied by his wife, and 
YB Datuk Abazafree bin Mohd Abbas, Melaka State 
Legal Adviser.

Keep your details with the Bar Council up to date.
Email your new details to membership@malaysianbar.org.my  

OR fax your new details to the Bar Secretariat at 03-2026 1313. 
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Hike to Muka Head

The Penang Bar’s Social Subcommittee 
organised a hike to Muka Head on 29 
June 2019. A group of 30 enthusiastic 
members and pupils consisting of first-
time and experienced trekkers gathered 
at the entrance of the Penang National 
Park in Teluk Bahang at 7:00 am for 
the picturesque hike along the seafront, 
followed by a short boat ride to Teluk 
Ketapang, or better known locally as 
Monkey Beach due to the vast numbers 
of macaques that roam the area.  

Once there, the group proceeded to enjoy the BBQ brunch provided 
by the boat operators. After filling their tummies, a round of Captain 
Ball was attempted albeit rather unsuccessfully due to hysterical 
laughing by those involved. They then ventured up to the Muka 
Head Lighthouse which was built in 1883 by the British and stands 
at 242 metres above sea level. This one-hour hike was challenging 
and some participants had to turn back midway, but a few gung-ho 
ones managed to make it all the way to the top and back. By 
3:00 pm, all participants had gathered for the boat ride back to the 
National Park entrance and made it back to dry ground safely.

Penang Bar Committee

Hari Raya Dinner

On the same evening after the trekking 
exercise on 29 June 2019, the Penang 
Bar’s annual Hari Raya Dinner was held 
at Eastin Hotel, Penang. This year’s 
theme “Sandarkan Pada Kenangan 
Aidilfitri” took on a nostalgic atmosphere 
and guests were serenaded by 
popular local veteran crooner, 
Jamal Abdillah. Also in attendance 
at the Dinner were President of the 
Malaysian Bar, Dato’ Abdul Fareed 
Abdul Gafoor, Yang DiPertua 
Majlis Agama Islam Pulau Pinang, 
Datuk Abdul Malik Abul Kassim 
and 2016 FIFA Puskas award 
winner, Mohd Faiz Subri. 
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Penang Bar Run 

The 2nd edition of the biennial Penang Bar Run was held on 
18 Aug 2019. Eighty-nine teams competed this year and we 
once again received encouraging support not only from our 
own Penang Bar members and pupils but also from outstation 
teams from KL, Selangor, Melaka and Perak, as well as strong 
participation from the Penang Courts and our sponsors. 
Team The Slowpoke with Eunice Ong, Law How Chong and 
Neo Chi Chyn of the KL Bar emerged 
champion, while Penang Bar’s Speedy 
Gonzales with Lim Choo Hooi, Ng Ai Li 
and Lee Guan Tong took the runner-up 
spot. The individual Fastest Male Runner 
and Fastest Female Runner categories 
were won by Lim Choo Hooi and Eunice 
Ong respectively. Trophies were handed 
out to the top 10 teams, top 10 individual 
category winners and top 3 Judicial and 
Legal Services teams.

Interstate Bar Games

Later that same week, the Penang Bar’s sports 
enthusiasts travelled to Kuantan for the Interstate Bar 
Games hosted by the Pahang Bar on 24 Aug 2019 
and participated in football, volleyball, basketball, 
badminton, golf, darts, and cross-country. It was 
heartening to have a healthy mix of representation 
from senior members right through to pupils who 
were willing to make the journey and participate in 
the Games.

Farewell Dinner 

In maintaining an age-old tradition, a belated 
Farewell Dinner was held at the Penang Club 
on 3 Oct 2019 for former Penang High Court 
Judge YA Dato’ Hadhariah binti Syed Ismail 
and Judicial Commissioner YA Dato’ Ahmad 
Shahrir bin Mohd Salleh who are now serving 
at the Shah Alam and Kuala Lumpur High 
Courts respectively. The Dinner was attended 
by more than 80 guests consisting of members 
of the Bar, pupils, Penang High Court Judges 
and Judicial Commissioners, and the Penang 
State Legal Adviser. 
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Introduction to Section 20 of the Industrial 
Relations Act 1967

On 4 July 2019, the Perak Bar was honoured to have 
speaker Muhendran Suppiah, who specialises in the 
field of employment and industrial relations law, give 
an overview of section 20 of the Industrial Relations 
Act 1967. It was an insightful topic as Muhendran 
explained what amounts to an unfair dismissal and 
how an aggrieved party may seek redress, namely 
to be reinstated by his employer before the Industrial 
Court under section 20 of the Industrial Relations Act 
1967. 

Seminar on Exclusion Clauses and Related 
Case Law

The Perak Bar Young Lawyers Committee organised 
a seminar on 12 July 2019 to discuss the landmark 
Federal Court decision on exclusion clauses in CIMB 
Bank Bhd v. Anthony Lawrence Bourke & Anor [2019] 
2 MLJ 1. The seminar was conducted by Vince Chong 
Khin Young who shared his views on the applicability 
and effectiveness of exclusion clauses from the 
banks’ perspective in view of the Federal Court 
decision. It was an engaging and interactive seminar 
as the speaker received many questions from the 
floor. The speaker also 
shared his proposal on 
how an insertion of a 
proviso qualifying that 
an exclusion clause 
will not amount to an 
absolute restriction of a 
party’s rights may avoid 
a contravention of section 
29 of the Contracts Act 
1950.

Perak Bar Committee
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Interstate Bar Games 2019

The Perak Bar participated in three sporting 
events at the annual Interstate Bar Games 
which was held on 24 Aug 2019 in Kuantan. 

Darts
Ten states took part in this game, namely 
Kedah, Kuala Lumpur, Melaka, Negeri 
Sembilan, Pahang, Penang, Perak, Perlis, 
Selangor and Terengganu. The trophy was 
won by Kedah Bar, second runner-up was 
Negeri Sembilan Bar and *drumroll* the 
Perak Bar proudly took home the Plate Cup! 

Talk on an Introduction to Mediation Advocacy

On 25 July 2019, Kuthubul Zaman Bukhari gave a 
talk introducing mediation advocacy. The talk, which 
focused on the importance of effective mediation 
advocacy, was held at the Perak Bar Auditorium 
with 25 participants. The talk helped the participants 
better understand their role as advocates in preparing 

clients for mediation, and to manage and assist the 
mediation process. The speaker also addressed 
the growing trend of mediation while he shared his 
thoughts on mediation from the perspective of a 
mediation advocate. 
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Netball
Eight teams participated in this game, namely Johore, 
Kuala Lumpur, Negeri Sembilan, Pahang, Penang, 
Perak, Perlis and Selangor. The Kuala Lumpur Bar 
emerged as Champion, Selangor Bar was runner-up 
and Perak Bar came in third!  Kudos team Perak Bar!

Football
The most popular game saw the 
participation of 11 teams, namely 
Johore, Kelantan, Kuala Lumpur, 
Melaka, Negeri Sembilan, 
Pahang, Penang, Perak, Perlis, 
Terengganu and Selangor. Perak 
Bar made it to the semi-finals! 
However, we were narrowly 
beaten by the Selangor Bar on a 
score of 1-0. 

Seminar on Prosiding Mal Mahkamah

On 30 Aug 2019, a seminar on Prosiding Mal 
Mahkamah was held at Bilik Gerakan, Tingkat 3, 
Bangunan Mahkamah Syariah, Perak Darul Ridzuan 
in collaboration with Persatuan Peguam Syarie Perak.  
The seminar was conducted by Adham Jamalullail b 
Haji Ibrahim who has been in active Syariah practice 
for more than 22 years.
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Courtesy Visit by the Office Bearers of the 
Malaysian Bar 2019/2020 

On 20 June 2019, President of the Malaysian 
Bar, Abdul Fareed Abdul Gafoor; Secretary of 
the Malaysian Bar, Salim Bashir and Bar Council 
Secretariat Chief Executive Officer, Rajen Devaraj 
paid a courtesy visit to Perlis Bar Committee. The 
members had the opportunity to discuss several 
issues that were important to Perlis Bar. The Office 
Bearers were served with the signature Perlis 
delicacy, pulut harum manis.

Perlis Bar Committee

Majlis Sambutan Hari Raya Aidilfitri 2019 

Pada 21 Jun 2019, bersamaan dengan hari 
Jumaat bertempat di pejabat Badan Peguam 
Perlis, diadakan Majlis Sambutan Hari Raya 
Aidilfitri yang bertemakan “Riang Ria di Aidilfitri”.  
Majlis berlangsung dengan meriahnya seawal 
jam 11:00 pagi dengan kehadiran tetamu yang 
memakai baju raya berwarna-warni memeriahkan 
lagi suasana majlis tersebut. Pelbagai juadah 
istimewa Hari Raya telah dihidangkan bagi 
menjamu para tetamu, seperti nasi impit kuah 
kacang, ketupat palas, rendang, nasi tomato, 
satay, kek, kuih-muih, laichikang dan macam-
macam lagi. Majlis sambutan Hari Raya ini juga menjadi 
lebih meriah apabila dihadiri oleh Hakim Mahkamah Tinggi, Kangar, Yang Arif Hakim Dato’ Abu 
bin Bakar bersama isteri; Pengarah Mahkamah Tinggi Kangar bersama dengan pegawai-pegawainya; 
barisan Timbalan Pendakwa Raya Negeri Perlis; wakil Jabatan Kehakiman Syariah Malaysia, Perlis; 
wakil Jabatan Bantuan Guaman Perlis; dan ramai lagi. Majlis berakhir pada jam 5:00 petang dan kami 
dari Badan Peguam Perlis berharap agar majlis seperti ini dapat diraikan secara tahunan kerana ia 
dapat merapatkan serta menjalin hubungan baik dengan pelbagai pihak.

Courtesy Visit to Majlis Perbandaran Kangar

The Perlis Bar Committee paid a courtesy visit to 
Majlis Perbandaran Kangar on 30 June 2019. The 
discussion was mainly on the issue of signboard 
licence imposed on law firms in Perlis.
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Courtesy Visit to Majlis Agama Islam dan Adat 
Istiadat Melayu Perlis

The Perlis Bar Committee paid a courtesy visit 
to Majlis Agama Islam dan Adat Istiadat Melayu 
Perlis (“MAIPs”) on 11 July 2019. It was a short but 
interesting visit. Both sides agreed to co-organise 
events in the future.

Interview Session with the Chairman of Perlis 
Bar 

An interview Session with the Chairman of Perlis Bar 
by the lecturers of Universiti Utara Malaysia (“UUM”)’s 
College of Law, Government and International Studies 
(“COLGIS”), took place at Perlis Bar’s office on 12 
July 2019. The topic was “The Effectiveness of the 
Pupillage System in Malaysia for UUM Students”. 

Courtesy Visit to the School of Law of UUM 
COLGIS  

On 22 July 2019, the Perlis Bar Committee paid a 
courtesy visit to the Dean and academic staff of the 
School of Law of UUM COLGIS. The discussion 
focused on the programmes that would benefit 
lawyers as well as students.  

CPD Roundtable on “Directors: Roles & 
Responsibilities under the New Companies 
Act 2016”

On 10 July 2019, a CPD Roundtable on the topic of 
“Directors: Roles & Responsibilities under the New 
Companies Act 2016” was held at the Perlis Bar’s 
Seminar Room. This event, conducted by Ahmad 
Zaini b Samsudin, highlighted the changes under the 
new Companies Act 2016, with a focus on directors’ 
roles and responsibilities.
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Thai Citizens Legal Aid Scheme Training for 
Kedah and Perlis

On 3 Aug 2019, a training session for lawyers who want 
to serve under the Thai Citizens Legal Aid Scheme 
(“T-CLAS”) was held in Kedah Bar Auditorium. This 
full-day training session saw the participation of 17 
lawyers from Perlis and was conducted by Collin 
Arvind Andrew (Chairman of Bar Council Legal 
Aid Centre (“BC LAC”)(Kuala Lumpur)), Yoges M 
Verasuntharam (BC LAC (Kuala Lumpur)), Rosman 
Azwan b Osman (Chairman of BC LAC (Kedah)), 
and Norharniza Rusli (Chairman of BC LAC (Perlis)).

The training gave an introduction to T-CLAS and 
the areas involved under the scheme which include 
criminal law, labour law, immigration law, pardon 
petitions and family law. The Syariah section under 
family law was covered by Shanishah Hashim from 
BC LAC (Kedah) and Najdah Muhamad Romli from 
BC LAC (Perlis).  

Kejohanan Interstate Bar Games 2019, Kuantan 

Kejohanan Interstate Bar Games pada tahun ini 
berlangsung di Kuantan, Pahang pada 24 Ogos 
2019, dan kali ini, kontinjen Badan Peguam 
Perlis telah menyertai empat acara sukan yang 
dipertandingkan iaitu bola sepak, bola jaring, 
dart dan juga cross country. Kejohanan kali ini 
merupakan satu tinta sejarah yang baru buat 
Badan Peguam Perlis, kerana buat julung-julung 
kalinya, kontinjen daripada Badan Peguam Perlis 
menyertai empat acara sukan walaupun bilangan 
peguam di negeri Perlis sangat kecil berbanding 
negeri-negeri lain. Berbekalkan semangat juang yang tinggi serta azam yang jitu, 
pasukan bola jaring telah mencipta kejutan apabila berjaya mendapat tempat keempat, di samping 
kejayaan pasukan dart menewaskan pasukan lawan pilihan merupakan suatu detik terindah buat 
kontinjen Badan Peguam Perlis di kejohanan tahunan ini. Diharapkan pada masa hadapan semua 
atlet Badan Peguam Perlis akan lebih berusaha keras bagi membawa pulang mahkota kejuaraan ke 
bumi Indera Kayangan. Tiada yang mustahil kerana segalanya berkemungkinan terjadi.  

Seminar on “How Not to Be a Statistic: The 
Conveyancing Scam”

The Bar Council Professional Indemnity Insurance 
(“PII”) and Risk Management Department and Perlis 
Bar Committee jointly organised a seminar entitled 
“How Not to Be a Statistic: The Conveyancing Scam” 
on 24 July 2019. The line-up of speakers consisted of 
Mohan Sankaran and Dennis Goh from Jardine Lloyd 
Thompson Sdn Bhd (broker for the PII Scheme); G 
K Ganesan (senior Member of the Bar, and a PII 
Committee member); and Mysahra Shawkat (Bar 
Council’s Legal Risk Junior Counsel). The topics were 
“Breakdown of Scams Reported to the PII Scheme”, 
“Risks in Conveyancing Practice”, “Duty of Care to 
Client” and “Managing Conveyancing Risks”. The 
speakers at the two-hour seminar candidly discussed 
every conveyancing lawyer’s nightmare; transactions 
that involve impostors, scammers and fraudsters.  
This seminar was attended by 17 participants.
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Courtesy Visit of Perlis Bar Committee and BC 
LAC (Perlis) to Prosecutor’s Office

A courtesy visit to the Prosecutor’s Office was held 
on 26 Aug 2019. This visit was attended by Zamri 
Ali (Chairman of Perlis Bar), Norharniza Rusli 
(Chairperson of BC LAC (Perlis)), Nor Herdawati 
Harun (Perlis Bar Representative on the Bar Council), 
and committee members of Perlis Bar Committee 
and BC LAC (Perlis), Mohd Hapiz Rajali, Nurhuda 
Md Ramli, Nur Diyana Ab Shukor and Natrah Abdul 
Rashid. Representing the Prosecutor’s Office 
were Mohd Nordin Ismail (Pengarah Pendakwaan 
Negeri), Mohd Izham Mohd Marzuki, Mohd Farhan 
Aliff Ahmad, Norshuhada Mohd Yatim, Syaliati Sobri 
and Jodia Poh Yi Tying. This courtesy visit was held 
to introduce the new committee members of Perlis 
Bar Committee and discuss various issues relating 
to court procedures, the police and the Yayasan 
Bantuan Guaman Kebangsaan (“YBGK”) scheme.

Naziran dan Diskusi Bersama YBGK Headquarters

A visit from Yayasan Bantuan Guaman Kebangsaan 
("YBGK") Headquarters ("YBGK HQ") to YBGK Perlis 
was held on 27 Aug 2019 to check the assets of YBGK 
in Perlis and to have a discussion about the problems 
involved in the YBGK scheme and administrative issues 
involving lawyers’ claims in Perlis. Noor Sakinah Haroon 
Arashid, Siti Noor Mazrah Ahmad Din and Nuraini 
Kamarudin from YBGK HQ and Norharniza Rusli 
and Rushilla Ahmad Abdul Rashid from YBGK Perlis 
managed to resolve all issues regarding trial claims on 
that day and the delayed claims were disbursed by the 
YBGK HQ after the visit. 

Majlis Perpisahan Penolong Kanan Pendaftar 
Mahkamah Tinggi Malaya Kangar

Pada 28 Ogos 2019 bersamaan dengan hari Rabu 
bertempat di Restoran Al Syuq Palace Café, Kangar, 
Badan Peguam Perlis meraikan dan mengenang 
jasa serta khidmat seorang Pegawai Mahkamah 
iaitu Nurul Hafzan bt Ab Aziz sebagai Penolong 
Kanan Pendaftar Mahkamah Tinggi Malaya Kangar 
yang berpindah ke Mahkamah Tinggi Kota Bharu, 
Kelantan. Sikap ramah dan mudah berkomunikasi 
dengan beliau membuatkan kami terkenang-kenang 
akan kebaikan beliau. Sebagai Pegawai Mahkamah 
yang lama berkhidmat di Mahkamah Tinggi Kangar 
iaitu lebih kurang lapan tahun, beliau juga banyak 
membantu dan berkongsi ilmu dengan peguam-
peguam. Kami doakan agar beliau sukses berkhidmat 
di tempat baharu dan bahagia dengan kehidupan 
bersama keluarga tercinta. 
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Mediation Approach in Conducting Civil Cases 
in Perlis Court

On 25 Sept 2019, this event — organised by the 
Perlis Bar’s Professional Development Committee 
— was presented by Monica bt Joseph Gaisah, 
Assistant Registrar of Perlis Lower Court. The topic 
of discussion was a summary of her Masters Project 
Paper. This event was attended by 21 lawyers and 
pupils.

Outreach Programme by Royal Thai Consulate 
(Penang) and BC LAC (Perlis) 

This programme was successfully co-organised by 
the Royal Thai Consulate (Penang) and BC LAC Perlis 
on 28 Sept 2019 at UTC Perlis. This is one of the 
commitments of both parties under the Cooperation 
Agreement of Thai Citizens Legal Aid Scheme ("T-
CLAS"), signed by the Royal Thai Embassy and 
the Bar Council on 1 Mar 2019. The objective of 
the outreach programme — participated by 25 Thai 
nationals and volunteers — was to provide legal 
knowledge and assistance for Thai nationals in Perlis. 
Piyapan Atipatya (Consul), Ari Endin Klay (Senior 
Consular Assistant), Norharniza Rusli (Chairperson 
of BC LAC (Perlis)), Rushilla Ahmad Abdul Rashid 
(BC LAC (Perlis) Secretariat), and Azira Aziz@
Azaib, Nurhuda Md Ramli and Mohd Hapiz Rajali 
(BC LAC (Perlis) committee members) conducted 
the programme. The topics of criminal law, family 
and Syariah Law, and immigration law were covered 
on that day.

We thank Vuthiroth Rattanasingh, Deputy Consul 
General of the Royal Thai Consulate (Penang) and 
Zamri Ali, Chairman of Perlis Bar, for attending the 
programme together with Zafar Khan Rahadar and 
Norkatini Salleh from the Immigration Department of 
Malaysia.  
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Visit from RMIT University, Melbourne, 
Australia to Selangor Bar

The Selangor Bar Committee hosted and organised 
a one-day lecture on 18 June 2019 in its Auditorium.  
There was an introduction by Alvin Neo, Honorary 
Secretary, followed by a human rights talk for the 
morning session.

After lunch break, there were two presentations 
entitled “Malaysian Criminal Justice System” and 
“Conducting a Murder Trial”.

Selangor Bar Committee

Criminal Law Conference: Frontier of the 
Criminal Justice System

On 20 July 2019, the Selangor Bar Criminal Practice 
and Court Liaison Sub-committee organised a one 
day conference on “Frontier of the Criminal Justice 
System”. The topics included:

(1) “Scientific Proof on Crime Scene Investigation” 
by Amidon Adnan, a forensic expert;

(2) “Cyber Crime Epidemic” by Siraj Jalil, President 
of the Malaysia Cyber Consumer Association;

(3) “Double Presumption on Drug Trafficking Cases” 
by Datuk Seri Gopal Sri Ram, former judge and 
criminal practitioner;

(4) “Tactical Defence in Corruption and AMLA Trials” 
by M M Athimulan, criminal lawyer; and

(5) “Intriguing Details of Kim Jong Nam’s Trial” by 
Hisyam Teh Poh Teik, criminal lawyer together 
with Salim Bashir, criminal practitioner; former 
Chairman of the Selangor Bar Committee; and 
current Secretary of the Malaysian Bar.
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Fraternity Dining 2019

The Selangor Bar’s Fraternity Dining 
2019 was held on 12 Sept 2019 with 
60 attendees, a mixture of senior 
lawyers and pupils in chambers. It is 
a dinner held annually where young 
lawyers and pupils get together with 
senior members of the Selangor legal 
fraternity.

The Honorary Bencher at the Fraternity 
Dining held at Kelab Golf Negeri 
Selangor was Mah Weng Kwai.  Also 
present were the previous two Honorary 
Benchers, Hendon Mohamed and S S 
Muker.

The 5th Selangor Law Shield

The 5th Selangor Law Shield was held on 26 and 27 July 2019 at Persada Plus Sports Complex. Six 
games were contested: badminton, bowling, football, futsal, netball and volleyball.

The three teams that competed were Selangor Bar, 
Selangor Courts (Mahkamah) and Polis Diraja Malaysia 
(Ibu Pejabat Selangor).

The overall champion was the team from Polis Diraja 
Malaysia (Ibu Pejabat Selangor) and the runner-up was 
the team from Selangor Bar.
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Authors: Dr Joseph Chun and  

Professor Lye Lin Heng 
   Published: September 2019

Review by Janet Looi

Environmental Law in Singapore

An Environmental Law Practitioner’s 
Comprehensive Handbook

This book captures in depth and breadth the 
essential knowledge anyone interested in 
environmental law requires. What distinguishes 
this from being just another environmental law 
textbook is the authors’ persistence in looking at the 
issues through a corporate governance lens, and 
not merely from a compliance perspective. It paints 
a broad landscape and focuses on why goals have 
not been reached and rather than just a recital of 
Singapore environmental laws, the book takes an 
important approach of tracing the developments of 
environmental law under the influence of the most 
important treaties made over the years by world 
participants at United Nations Summits and other 
global forums. Together with the authors’ vigorously 
detailed analysis of the development of the United 
Kingdom (“UK”) and other common law cases 
on various aspects of environmental law with an 
easy to follow style of writing, this book is essential 
reading for anyone interested in environmental law 
or its practice in the common law world.

My own involvement with environmental law 
began in 1994 with advice on the establishment 
of the first integrated schedule waste treatment 
and disposal system for Peninsular Malaysia. The 
practice of environmental law at that time was quite 
the unrecognised creature although Malaysia’s 
own comprehensive Environmental Quality Act 
(“EQA”) has been in existence since 1976. I also 
have had the pleasure of annotating the EQA for 
the “Annotated Statutes of Malaysia” series and 
can understand the great amount of efforts that the 
authors have put into this book with their emphatic 
approach on the interconnectivity in an intricate 
web of treaties and statues and case law with the 
protection of the environment at the center of the 
web. 
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Chapter 2’s use of sustainable development as 
a main artery and the discussion around the key 
principles provide a clear platform to delve into each 
sub-area making up the “sustainable” way for nations’ 
developments, including Singapore’s. By distilling the 
global key elements of the Rio Declaration and the 
Stockholm Declaration, the authors lay the foundation 
for the discussions in the later chapters in the book 
of Singapore’s approach to environmental protection. 
Instead of only setting out static nuts and bolts, 
deploying in the way the book does of how these key 
elements reflect a flow through the artery, mixed and 
separate all at once, brings out the importance of 
appreciation of the role of each of these key elements. 
The Chapter’s conclusion is a sobering reminder that 
Singapore and many other countries have failed to 
downscale its environmental footprint of resource use 
on a per capita basis. 

The use of the 5Ps to analyse Singapore’s regulatory 
approach to environmental protection provides 
a refreshing look at this usually dry topic. The 
authors deftly explain each of the Ps: Prescriptive 
Regulation, Property Rights, Penalties, Payments 
and Persuasion. This approach is also used well in 
the Chapter on Environmental Impact Assessments 
(“EIAs”) — with an emphasis on Principle 10 and the 
Bali Guidelines and the importance of right to access 
of information for meaningful public participation in 
EIAs. An interesting spotlight on Singapore’s lack 
of open EIAs in the earlier years and the impact 
of the International Tribunal for the Law of the Sea 
(“ITLOS”)’s decision in the Case Concerning Land 
Reclamation by Singapore In and Around the 
Straits of Johor (Malaysia vs Singapore) in requiring 
Singapore to make an open EIA of the reclamation 
is a timely reminder to the reader of the increasing 
importance of the impact of international law in the 
evolution of domestic environmental law. 

This book will also be a useful resource for any 
aspiring international environmental law practitioner.  
Chapter 5 provides concisely the development from 
the Stockholm Conference 1972, the Rio Conference 
1992 (also known as the Earth Summit) and the 

follow up thereafter such as the United Nations 
Conference on Sustainable Development and the 
various institutions responsible such as the United 
Nations and the International Union for Conservation 
of Nature and Natural Resources. It recognises 
the important contribution to the development 
of international environmental law cases by the 
International Court of Justice (“ICJ”) whether by 
contentious cases referred by party states, special 
agreements, deposit of declarations of recognition 
of the ICJ’s jurisdiction ipso facto and by issue of 
advisory opinions. 

The discussion of the development of ASEAN 
instruments, environmental programmers and action 
plans set against the backdrop of world development 
and the highlight on the ASEAN Human Rights 
Declaration adopting the right to a safe and clean and 
sustainable environment as a particularly progressive 
act in 2012 is both an apt and timely reminder of the 
need for the ASEAN nations to continue progressive 
action on this front. 

This book succeeds in providing readers with a 
one stop resource on what has been agreed by 
ASEAN member states on environmental protection 
with sufficient details for the appreciation of what 
the various instruments entail, including analysis 
on the effectiveness of the now infamous “ASEAN 
Agreement on Transboundary Haze Pollution” in 
tackling cross-border smoke pollution. 

In discussing Singapore’s development of 
environmental laws, there is a repeated theme of 
the need for a greater infusion of public participation 
ideology and updated private interest ideology in 
Singapore’s laws to put it on the path to sustainable 
development. The reader will be treated to an in-depth 
discussion on constitutionalising environmental rights 
from Ecuador to Iceland to India and Bangladesh 
with an invitation to Singapore to similarly strengthen 
environmental rights in reliance on provisions in its 
Constitution relating to the right to life. 
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The discussion on judicial review and standing is 
thorough, with a review of the UK court cases and 
court decisions from the Commonwealth jurisdictions 
of Malaysia and Singapore. The authors again 
take a commendable approach by also including 
discussion on concepts of “public trust” and inclusion 
of biodiversity, wildlife and habitat protection laws.  
By pointing out the reality in cases involving public 
interest, the reluctance of the Singapore courts to 
redress bad governance and by highlighting that 
restrictive standing rules for judicial review and 
prohibitive costs reduce access to judicial review, 
the authors provide a welcome reminder that public 
interest litigation is not only a way to protect the 
rule of law but also as a deterrent against poor 
environmental governance.  

The book also contains a thorough discussion of the 
law of tort, following in detail developments in UK 
case law on the “doubling the risk” test in the English 
case of XYZ v Schering Health Care Ltd [2002] 
EWHC 1420 (QB) at (24) & (21), and the “material 
contribution to risk” test in Fairchild v Glenhaven 
Funeral Services Ltd [2003]1 AC 32. Interestingly the 
authors draw a conclusion that the Singapore courts 
are unlikely to follow a trend of awarding injunctions 
and only in exceptional cases damages in the case of 
nuisance as the enjoyment of private property rights 
appears to generally be accorded by the Singapore 
courts lower priority than public interest. 

The treatment in the book on Singapore’s 
environmental protection legislation is equally 
impressive.  On air and water pollution, the discussion 
breaks down elements such as “attributable to”, 
“consent and connivance” and “act or default” in 
the section on offences by officers, partners and 
managers; and also on “cause”, “permit”, “polluting 
matters” — a thorough in-depth approach at 
analysing local and common law cases against each 
of the elements.  This is followed by analysis of the 
phrase “best practicable means” against UK statutes 
such as the UK Clean Air Act 1956 as compared 
with the Singapore’s Environmental Protection and 
Management Act 2002. On noise pollution, again the 
breadth of coverage extends beyond noise limits for 
factories and construction sites and workplaces and 
vehicular traffic to aircraft noise, and an examination 
of how Singapore gave effect to the Convention on 
International Civil Aviation (“Chicago Convention”). 

Importance has been evidently and correctly placed 
on discussion of the transboundary haze pollution 
including the Singapore Transboundary Haze 
Pollution Act 2014 and its extraterritoriality. 

The book includes the interesting submission 
by the Singapore Government of this Act to the 
United Nations International Law Commission as 
“an instance of domestic legislation relevant to the 
ILC’s work on protection of the atmosphere...” by 
criminalisation of condoning of conduct of another 
person that causes or contributes to haze pollution in 
Singapore, such as participation in management of 
such person. ASEAN international law practitioners 
will certainly find this to be of great interest. 

Continuing with its impressive thoroughness are 
the chapters dealing with hazardous substances, 
transboundary organic pollutants, marine pollution 
control and radiation protection. In each, the 
applicable international conventions such as the 
Rotterdam Convention, International Convention for 
the Prevention of Pollution from Ships (“MARPOL”) 
and the Basel Convention and the implementation 
into law in Singapore is analysed in detail. 

Chapter 23 discusses the question of what is 
“industrial waste”, whether “mens rea” is required 
for an offence of public littering and what constitutes 
a public place — again emphasising the need to 
be extremely analytical of elements comprising 
environmental offences. 

Importantly Chapter 34 is devoted to the current 
top of mind topic — climate change mitigation and 
adaptation and places importance firstly on the 
International Panel on Climate Change report in 
2014 that continued emission of greenhouse gases 
will increase the likelihood of “severe, pervasive and 
irreversible impacts”. A thorough discussion follows 
on the United Nations Framework Convention on 
Climate Change (“UNFCCC”) and Kyoto Protocol 
and Singapore’s National Climate Change Strategy 
as well as legislative measures such as the Carbon 
Pricing Act 2018. 
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A discussion on environmental law would not 
today be complete without a discussion on waste 
minimisation, recycling, water conservation, 
sustainable consumption and nature conservation, 
biodiversity management and ozone depletion. The 
authors do not disappoint and in Chapters 25 to 33 
and 35 deal in depth with the legislative and policy 
efforts in Singapore to balance human degrading 
effects in the environment with protection. 

It will be evident to any reader that Environmental 
Law in Singapore is a masterpiece and is the product 
of many hours of exacting laborious work. This is one 
textbook that no environmental law practitioner in the 
common law world should be without. 

The book may be ordered from the Singapore 
Academy of Law at: https://www.sal-e.org.sg/
environmental-law-in-singapore.

About the Reviewer 
Janet Looi is Exco Chair Emeritus, Head of the Environmental Law Practice 
and a Corporate Partner at SKRINE. Janet has vast experience in mergers 
and acquisitions, foreign direct investment, takeovers, compliance, corporate 
governance and regulatory work. She has been responsible for the establishment 
of many Fortune 500 multinational corporations in Malaysia from the start-up 
to full operation. The Environmental Law Practice advises on all aspects of 
environmental compliance and dealings with/investigations by the Department of 
Environment of Malaysia (“DOE”), including defending prosecutions by the DOE. 
Janet is also a Lead Partner in Skrine’s Competition Law practice. She may be 
contacted at: LLH@skrine.com.
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Principles of the Law of Restitution in 
Singapore

“It is clear that any civilised system of 
law is bound to provide remedies for 
cases of what has been called unjust 
enrichment or unjust benefit, that is 
to prevent a man from retaining the 
money of or some benefit derived from 
another which it is against conscience 
that he should keep. Such remedies 
in English law are generically different 
from remedies in contract or in tort, 
and are now recognised to fall within 
a third category of the common law 
which has been called quasi-contract 
or restitution.”1 

Professor Tang’s textbook on the 
Principles of the Law of Restitution in 
Singapore is the first book dedicated to 
the law of restitution in Singapore. The 
book draws from leading decisions in 
Singapore and other Commonwealth 
jurisdictions to explain the fundamental 
concepts in the law of restitution. Due to 
the similarities in origin with the English 
law, this book is also highly relevant 
and useful for Malaysian practitioners.

The analysis in the book is structured 
into the two categories of unjust 
enrichment and restitution for wrongs. 
In his preface, the author recognises 
the difficulties in writing on the area of 
restitution as almost everything about 
the subject seems to be contested, and 
where academic writings have tended 
to be unhelpful from a more practical 
perspective. The author’s aim therefore 
was to have a helpful book for students, 
practitioners and judges. 
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I can confirm that the book has indeed been an 
excellent guide for me, with straightforward analysis 
and with the practical answers I need. I have known 
Professor Tang for several years and have attended 
his talks.  The book reads as if he were engaging 
in a conversation with me, navigating me through 
the difficult subject matter of restitution.  Professor 
Tang’s writing and reasoning in his book have also 
been aided by his experience acting as lead counsel 
and co-counsel in several leading decisions in 
Singapore. These include the Singapore Court of 
Appeal decisions of Sudha Natrajan v The Bank of 
East Asia [2017] 1 SLR 141 and Ting Siew May v 
Boon Lay Choo [2014] 3 SLR 609.

The book starts off with a brief account of the 
evolution of the law of restitution, and with the 
debates and themes on this area. In delving into 
unjust enrichment, Professor Tang deals with the 
issues on the concept of “at the plaintiff’s expense” 
and the application of the direct transfer rule.  Next, 
at the heart of an unjust enrichment claim, the issue 
of enrichment where there are monetary and non-
monetary benefits.

The book moves on to the next chapters on 
mistake, interference with ownership and failure 
of consideration. On the chapter on duress, undue 
influence and unconscionable transactions, it 
focuses on transfer of wealth that results in the unjust 
enrichment of one party. 

I have highlighted only some of the various chapters 
covered in this extensive book. In line with local and 
global trends of disputes concerning illicit movement 
of funds and assets, I have found myself returning 
to the sections concerning legal issues on illegality, 
restitution for equitable wrongdoing and breaches of 
fiduciary duties, along with proprietary remedies. 

I highly recommend this book and it will be a valuable 
addition to any practitioner’s library.

This book may be ordered from the Singapore 
Academy of Law at: https://www.sal-e.org.sg/
principles-of-the-law-of-restitution-in-singapore

1  The oft-cited passage of Lord Wright in Fibrosa 
Spolka Akcyjna v Fairbairn Lawson Combe Barbour 
Ltd [1943] AC 32 and which was referred to 
approvingly by the Federal Court in Dream Property 
Sdn Bhd v Atlas Housing Sdn Bhd [2015] 2 MLJ 441.

About the Reviewer 
Lee Shih is a Partner at SKRINE. He acts in cross-border disputes and has appeared in 
international arbitrations in Asia and Europe.

His work also focuses on corporate litigation and corporate insolvency. He has acted as lead 
counsel in a variety of shareholder disputes, involving just and equitable winding up, oppression 
actions and derivative actions. He has acted for clients in bringing claims against directors for 
breaches of fiduciary duties. He is the sole Malaysian member of the International Chamber of 
Commerce (“ICC”) FraudNet, an international network of independent lawyers who are the leading 
civil asset recovery specialists in each country. He may be contacted at LS@skrine.com. 
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In Memoriam
We offer our deepest condolences to the families, friends and associates of 
the following departed Members and former Members of the Bar, whom we 
were informed have passed away.

BC Membership No Departed Members and Former Members Date of Demise State of Practice

B/24 Balbir Singh Sidhu 17 Mar 2019 Petaling Jaya, Selangor

A/66 Anthony Martin Sebastian 17 July 2019 Maran, Pahang

S/1232 Shamsul Bahrin Bin Md Shamsi 27 July 2019 Seremban, Negeri Sembilan

Z/355 Zuraini Binti Zulkifli 31 July 2019 Penang

S/85 Suppiah s/o Pakrisamy 3 Aug 2019 Johor Bahru, Johore

R/9 Arumugam Deva Rajah 15 Sept 2019 Subang Jaya, Selangor

Z/115 Zaharudin Bin Nain 22 Sept 2019 Klang, Selangor

C/91 Chong Foo Seong 6 Oct 2019 Klang, Selangor

J/9 Joga Singh Dhalliwal 7 Oct 2019 Kuala Lumpur

N/786 Neoh Li Leng 13 Oct 2019 Kuala Lumpur

R/29 Rasamani a/p Supper Kandiah 22 Oct 2019 Banting, Selangor

L/139 Long Hoo Hin @ Long Ah Mui (Freddie) 4 Nov 2019 Johor Bahru, Johore

W/78 Wan Haron Bin Wan Hassan 11 Nov 2019 Subang Jaya, Selangor

K/45 Krishnan A/L Gopalan (Krishnan G) 14 Nov 2019 Kuala Lumpur

L/178 Lee Lim Huat 20 Nov 2019 Kajang, Selangor

M/1 Mah Guek Yah 24 Nov 2019 Puchong, Selangor

A/198 Awtar Singh a/l Mukha Singh 25 Nov 2019 Ipoh, Perak

K/14 Kartar Singh s/o Ranjit Singh 29 Nov 2019 Alor Setar, Kedah

R/36 Chelvarajah, R R 6 Dec 2019 Melaka

M/81 Mura Raju a/l Murthy 9 Dec 2019 Kuantan, Pahang

A/308 Arunan a/l Selvaraj 19 Dec 2019 Kuala Lumpur

A/1264 Ang Hean Leng 22 Dec 2019 Kuala Lumpur

R/137 Rajehgopal a/l Velu 2 Jan 2020 Banting, Selangor

Z/44 Zolkapeli Bin Amir 15 Jan 2020 Kuala Lumpur

M/572 Mohd Redzuan Bin Noordin 17 Jan 2020 Kuala Lumpur

A/297 Tan Sri Dato’ Indera Abdul Aziz B Abdul Rahman 22 Jan 2020 Kuala Lumpur
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Updates / Notices
UPDATES / NOTICES

Library Update

Abdul Ghafur Hamid @ Khin Maung Sein. Public International 
Law: A Practical Approach. 4th Edition. Subang Jaya: Thomson 
Reuters Asia Sdn Bhd, 2019. 

Abd Shukor Ahmad. Legal Aspects of Hire-Purchase in Malaysia.  
2nd Edition. Subang Jaya, Selangor: Thomson Reuters Asia Sdn 
Bhd, 2019. 

Cheah, Foo Seong, Philip Koh Tong Ngee & Ooi Xin Yi. Company 
Meetings and Resolutions. Subang Jaya: Thomson Reuters Asia 
Sdn Bhd, 2019. 

Fahri Azzat. The Malaysian Guide to Advocacy. Subang Jaya: 
Thomson Reuters Asia Sdn Bhd, 2019.

Garner, Bryan A. Black. Black’s Law Dictionary. 11th Edition. St. 
Paul, MN: Thomson Reuters, 2019. 

Krishnan Arjunan. Modern Company Law in Malaysia. Petaling 
Jaya: LexisNexis Malaysia Sdn Bhd, 2019.

Rabindra S Nathan. Law and Practice of Corporate Insolvency in 
Malaysia. Subang Jaya: Thomson Reuters Asia Sdn Bhd, 2019. 

Sihombing, Judith. National Land Code: A Commentary — 2019, 
Desk Edition. Volume 1 & 2. Petaling Jaya, Selangor: LexisNexis 
Malaysia Sdn Bhd, 2019.

Srimurugan Alagan. Federal Constitution: A Commentary. Subang 
Jaya: Thomson Reuters Asia Sdn Bhd, 2019.

Stephen Ng & Kee Hwa Beng. Where is Pastor Raymond Koh.  
Semai Maju Sdn Bhd. 2019.

Wan Azlan Ahmad & Mohsin Hingun. Malaysian Tort Law. Subang 
Jaya: Thomson Reuters Asia Sdn Bhd, 2019.

Xavier, Grace & Long, Joanne. Law and Practice of Arbitration in 
Malaysia. 2nd Edition. Subang Jaya: Thomson Reuters Asia Sdn 
Bhd, 2019.
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As at 17 Oct 2019

Notice Regarding Documents in Bar 
Council’s Custody: Legal Firms in Which 
Bar Council Has Intervened

When Bar Council intervenes in a legal firm pursuant 
to powers conferred by the Legal Profession Act 
1976, it can take custody of documents that are within 
the control or possession of the firm.  Subsequently, 
Bar Council takes steps to notify clients and/or 
interested parties to collect their documents within the 
stipulated time period. However, many documents 

are uncollected and remain in Bar Council’s custody, 
such as those taken from the legal firms listed below. 

Clients or interested parties who wish to claim 
documents that relate to cases that were handled 
by these legal firms are advised to contact the Bar 
Council’s Intervention Department at 03-2050 2159.

JOHORE

Messrs Segar & Co

Messrs LF Chong

Messrs Wu & Co

Messrs Razak & Fakrul

Messrs Rosli Rahman & Co

NEGERI SEMBILAN

Messrs Azila Irda & Co

The Law Office of JK Marimuthu

Messrs M. Kuppusamy & Co

 

PERAK

Messrs R J Esa & Co

Messrs Malik & Associates

Messrs J S Olikh & Co

KEDAH/PERLIS

Messrs Jamaludin Amin & Co

PENANG

Messrs Clement Dawn & Associates

Messrs Khoo Chye Beng & Associates

Messrs A J Hamzah & Co

PAHANG

Messrs Mahindar & Co

Messrs Yum Ng & Stanley

Messrs Zachery & Co

KUALA LUMPUR

Messrs Malik & Associates

Messrs SBS Maniam Norhairi & Azizan

Messrs Robin Low

Messrs Jenny Yap & Associates

Messrs Mohd Haidar & Co

Messrs Nooraini & Associates

Messrs Ariffin Raj De Silva

Messrs Khairuddin Lina Leong & Co

Messrs Moghan & Co

Messrs Sheng Lee law Office

Messrs Bhaskar Suseela & Associates

Messrs Yuen & Co

Messrs Saida Karima & Co

Messrs Robiha & Co

Messrs Herlina & Co

Messrs Rina Noor & Co

Messrs Kushairi & Co

Messrs Loh & Co

Messrs Yusof Abdullah & Partners

Messrs R K Nandy & Associates

Messrs Badri Kuhan Yeoh & Ghandi

Messrs K E Ooi & Partners

Messrs B C Low

Messrs Sooriyar & Co

Messrs Y H Chan & Co

Messrs P L Low & Co

SELANGOR

Messrs Abd. Gani Che Man & Co

Messrs B C Low & Assoc

Messrs K. Vasandi & Co

Messrs Ng & Yeong

Messrs Ariffin Raj De Silva

Messrs K Ramesh & Co

Messrs Zalina Abidin & Partners

Messrs Donald Lai & Associates

Messrs Irzuan

Messrs Sajali & Co

Messrs J M Zain & Associates

Messrs Loh & Co

Messrs Noi

Messrs Zubaidah Mukhtar Ahmad

Messrs S. Letchumanan & H. Nizam

Messrs Bhaarathee & Associates

Messrs Zainal Rashid & Partners 

Messrs Jaharberdeen & Ngo

Messrs Jauhari & Assoc

Messrs H K Teh & Assoc

Messrs Sabri Nazli Lana & Azizan

Messrs Penney Khoo Soh Ping & Co

MALACCA

Messrs Ang Kwee Thian & Associates

Messrs Tuah Hilmy & Hazudin

Messrs Parthan & Associates

TERENGGANU

Messrs Alias Abdullah & Co

UPDATES / NOTICES
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MALAYSIAN BAR
ANNUAL DINNER

14 March | Saturday
DANCE 2020

Majestic Ballroom
The Majestic Hotel Kuala Lumpur
5 Jalan Sultan Hishamuddin
50000 Kuala Lumpur

Rate:
 RM250 per person
 RM2,500 per table of 10 persons

For bookings, enquiries, or to register your attendance, please contact:
Anne Andrew (03-2050 2013)  Masrita Jusoh (03-2050 2011)  
Anthonia William (03-2050 2068)
Email: rsvp@malaysianbar.org.my
on or before 5 March 2020 (Thursday).

The Legendary Datuk DJ Dave: The Man Who Revolutionised 
Local Music

Datuk DJ Dave, who began his career almost 50 years ago, is a living 
music icon and legend.  He has entertained tens of thousands of 
Malaysians over the years, during which time he has produced no less 
than 43 albums.  He is a household name and perhaps one of the most 
successful Malaysian artistes of all time. 

Emcee | Gajen Nad 

Gajen Nad is a well-known local emcee / stand-up 
comedian who has performed for numerous 

companies in a wide variety of events.

He has performed in various comedy clubs in the 
region and has entertained diverse audiences. In 

performing local comedy, he has shared the stage with 
many well-known local and international comedians. 

Mark Your Calendar and 
Buy Your Tickets Now! 


